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SUMMARY 
A method is described for predicting steady-state bulk fluid tempe-
rature. void fraction, pressure drops and mass flow rate in a closed 
pressurized water loop, operating at forced or natural circulation. The model 
treats the one-dimensional transfer of mass. momentum and energy through-
out the whole liquid, subcooled boiling and bulk boiling regions of the coolant 
using semiempirical heat transfer and pressure drop correlations developed 
by other investigatc,rs. A representation of subcooled boiling, based upon 
the model proposed by Bowring in HPR-10. is used. 
Variations in heat transfer and hydraulic characteristics of the 
coolant due to changes in temperature and state are handled by conti-
nuously calculating local values of thermodynamic and physical properties 
( specific heat, density, quality. viscosity, thermal conductivity, etc.). 
The method has been programmed for the IBM 7090 and IBM 
360/65 computers by using FORTRAN IV language. The code, named 
LUPO, is described in this report, along with the numerical treatment and 
calculation procedure. 
In Appendix 4 a comparison with experimental data is presented. 
Work performed by the authors under an agreement between 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the design and operation of nuclear power reactors it is necessary to 
predict the heat transfer and hydraulic behavior of the coolant over a wide 
range of conditions. Analysis often includes the case in which the coolant 
enters the heated channel as a subcooled liquid and leaves as a twowphase 
mixture with bulk boiling. 
One of the limitations to the increase of the power is the tendency towards 
hydrodynamic instability displayed by a boiling water reactor when power 
is increased. This is particularly true in the operation of natural circulat ... 
ion systems. 
The mechanism of boiling and two phase flow is so complex that even for 
steadywstate calculation it is difficult to obtain accurate results. All the 
attempts published up to now to describe the behavior of boiling water 
loops have been based on several assumptions and approximations. The 
choice of the equations to be used for computing heat transfer, void 
fraction and pressure drop in the nucleate and bulk boiling regions is 
complicated by the presence in the literature of several methods for 
treating this phenomenon and by the lack of experimental information 
of general validity. 
The group of the heat transfer laboratory of the Polytechnical School 
of Turin has been working for some years on the natural and forced 
circulation in a closed loop with pressurized water. 
Much of the information contained in the published literature has been 
reviewed and a theoretical model derived in such a form that many 
assumptions and approximations can be eliminated or limited. 
Accuracy and consistency of theoretically and experimentally derived 
equations for each of the several coolant conditions occuring in a system 
have been previously examined. 
Manuscript received on August 29, 1967. 
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The physical model includes a representation of all liquid, subcooled 
boiling and bulk boiling conditions. Special care has been used in 
treating the subcooled boiling region, which has been divided into two 
sub-regions, following the Bowring model, the highly subcooled and 
the slightly subcooled region. Having in mind to prepare a tool to 
predict steady .. state bulk fluid temperature, void fraction, pressure 
drops and mass flow rate in a closed loop, a r~presentation of the 
hydraulics of all the components of a typical loop (riser, heat-exchanger, 
cold leg, pump} has been introduced in our model. A description of the 
loop, as it has been assumed, is given in Section 2' of this Report. The 
physical model is described in details in Section 3. It differs from a 
previous one developed at the Polytecnic School of Turin, and described 
in Ref.( l] , mainly for the fact that bulk boiling has been included, but 
also by the introduction of Bowring representation of subcooled boiling. 
The analytical method, derived by the physical model, is presented in 
Section 4 • It has been programmed for IBM 7090 and IBM 360/65 to 
reduce the large computing effort usually required to obtain solutions. 
The code, named LUPO, has been written in Fortran IV language. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE F AGILITY 
A schematic representation of the hydraulic circuit considered is given 
in Fig. 1 and a semplified section of the heated channel in Fig. 2 
It consists of an heated channel AB that discharges through a fitting BC 
into a riser CD. From here the water (or water and steam) flows to a 
collector E. Between two collectors E and F there is a heat exchanger 
consisting of a variable number of pipes in parallel. The water in F is 
returned to the inlet M by a downcomer GH, which feeds the pump I. 
An inlet fitting MA is situated at the bottom of the heated channel. 
It is thought that most present-day off-pile water loops could be 
adequately represented by this general circuit. 
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Pump I is optional and any component of the circuit between B and A can 
effectively be eliminated by specifying zero length for it. 
The number of pipes of the heat exchanger is an input quantity as well as 
the localized pressure drop coefficients K., introduced to account for 
1 
elbows, flanges, fittings and valves eventually present in each of the main 
components of the circuit. 
A different diameter may be specified for test-section (heated channel, AB ), 
riser CD, heat exchanger pipes EF, cold leg GM. 
The pressure rise across the pump I is determined from a specified pump 
characteristic. 
The geometric dimensions and hydraulic variables, which must be specified 
as input data are listed in Section 5. 
3. DERIVATION OF A PHYSICAL MODEL 
3. 1 General Considerations 
In this section the thermohydraulic equations describing a general hydraulic 
circuit are presented and discussed. 
The circuit may be divided into components each of which has uniform 
flow area along its length and shows particular thermohydraulic charac-
teristics. The coolant, flowing along the circuit, passes through different 
zones, suggested by the way in which heat transfer occurs, by the physical 
state of the fluid or, finally, by the practice of evaluating pressure drops 
in them. 
Five regions, at least, may be defined: 
a) Isothermal single-phase region, in which the physical properties of 
the fluid are constant both across and along the channel. 
b} No-local boiling (heated) region, in which the fluid temperature is below 
the saturation temperature and convection is the only heat-transfer 
mechanism. Fluid and wall temperatures rise along the channel. 
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c) Local boiling region, in which the fluid temperature is below the 
saturation temperature, but the wall temperature is above it so 
that local boiling may start. Bubbles, generated at the wall, grow, 
leave the surface and collapse after a short distance in the subcooled 
liquid. 
d) Bulk-boiling region, in which the fluid has reached the saturation 
temperature with steam production. 
e) Adiabatic region, in which the two-phase fluid flows without mass 
exchange between the phases, in non-heated channels. 
Region c), also called subcooled boiling region, may, in turn, be 
subdivided into "highly subcooled" and "slightly subcooled" regions. 
Two-phase fluid is present in regions c) to d). 
It is very important to be able to correctly evaluate pressure drops in all the 
above cited regions, if reliable values of the flow rate are desired 
from the calculation. 
Simply stated, the loop steady state flow rate is that value, which 
satisfies the equation: 




l: AP I + AP = O 
e ev pump loop 
(1) 
where: 
= frictional pressure drop around the loop including losses 




AP = acceleration pressure drop around the loop. 
ace 
1 AP 1 = difference in the elevation head between hot and cold legs loop e ev 
AP pump 
of the loop. 
= pressure generated by the pump in forced circulation loops. 
Both frictional pressure drop and elevation head are strongly related to 
the voidage in the circuit, because the friction coefficient and the fluid 
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density in the hot portion of the loop are very sensitive to the void-
fraction. 
In the following sections a method will be described for evaluating the 
voidage distribution along the test-section and the riser when two-phase 
fluid is present, and the related pressure drops. The method is based 
on the Bowring theory. 
Each term in equation (1) will be discussed and various available 
correlations will be examined. 
3. 2 Bowring Model and Void Fraction Prediction 
The Bowring theory (Ref. [2]) rests upon the subcooled voidage model. 
In previous models voidage in the subcooled region has been assumed to 
be a wall effect. There are a first region, at high degrees of subcooling, 
where the voidage is small, and a second, at low degrees of subcooling, 
where the void fraction increases rapidly with decreasing subcooling. 
The difference in the new model lies in taking into account the bubbles 
detachment in the slightly subcooled region. At low degrees of subcooling, 
bubbles detach from the heated surface and are swept downstream, recon-
densing slowly as they move through the subcooled region. In short the 
void fraction in this region is basically a "bulk fluid" effect. 
In Fig. 3 the transition point B represents the condition for bubbles to 
leave the surface and the rapid increase in void fraction as in the bulk 
boiling region. 
The complete voidage picture is made of: 
_ 1. hlgh.Jr subcooled region, where voidage is a wall effect and it is 
usually negligible. 
2. slightly subcooled region, where voidage is a free bubble effect; 
there is in addition a local wall voidage arising from bubbles before 
detachment from the wall. 
3. bulk boiling region: this may be calculated in the normal way. 
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Of course there are some differences between the build-up of voids in the 
slightly subcooled and bulk boiling regions: in the subcooled region bubbles 
are in a bulk of subcooled water so that they collapse after a short distance; 
part of the heat flux raises the bulk temperature of the water and part 
produces void, whereas in the bulk· boiling region all the heat is used in 
the production of steam; finally the transition between regions I and II 
(Fig. 3) is governed by different and more complex criteria than that one 
between the II region and bulk boiling region. 
Transition points are calculated by transition subcoolings: 
a) gives the condition for subcooled boiling to 
start, by using the Jens - Lottes equation (Ref. (2] ). In our units j3 is 
given by the following relation 
b) ~ ,& =T)-d V 
j3 = 62. 745855 e-O. 0163 (p-l) (2) 
relates the subcooling at which bubbles can detach to 
the heat flux and velocity. The equation (and the value of T) ) were obtained 
from experimental subcooled void data. 
Heat is removed in the test section: as latent heat content of bubbles ( <P ~ 
e 
by convection caused by bubble agitation of the boundary layer (ta), by 
single phase heat transfer between patches of bubbles (t ): 
sp 
t=t +t +t 
e a sp 










=---1 + & 
Then the subcooled void equation will be: 
1) in the bulk boiling region all the heat is used in the production of the 
steam, and the weight fraction is related to heat flux by the equation: 
II 
x = (P/ pAV'A.). / z idz 
ML 
(3) 
where P is the wetted perimeter and ML is the lenght of the channel at 
which bulk boiling begins. 
2) in the slightly subcooled region, the equation of the rise of local 
weight fraction may be written as: 
/ 
z w 
xb = (P/ pAVl) (l + E) dz 
zd 
Then the void fraction is expressed by following equation: 
X a=~--------~-----P 
x+S .:_g,(l - x) ~ pf 
(3 ') 
(4) 
The whole voidage is the sum of the free bubble voidage and the wall 
voidage. 
The wall voidage (Ref. [2]) is given by the ;relation: 
0 a =P-
w A (5) 
where O is the effective thickness of the steam film and it is the lesser of: 
0 = O. 066 Rd 
O = Pr. K. V 
2 1. 07 • T} • A. 
where Pr is Prandtl number and K is the thermal conductivity. 
3. 3 Elevation Head 
The loop elevation pressure drop, or thermal driving head (in natural 
circulation) is given by: 
. L / L 
l: ~ p elev = } Pc ldz - P hl dz 
loop o o 
(6) 
where subscripts 'cl' and 'h.1 1 mean respectively cold and hot leg. 
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The single-phase densities in equation (6) are easily evaluated from the 
fluid static pressure and temperature. When boiling occurs in the hot 
leg, the exact evaluation of the density requires the knowledge of void 
distribution along the channel. 
If only local boiling takes place, it is customary to regard the void as 
a wall phenomenon and, consequently, to evaluate the density from the 
mean liquid temperature. 
In the present model, this has been done only for the highly-subcooled 
region. In the slightly-subcooled region, the void distribution has been 
first evaluated following Bowring 1s model, and then the density 
(7) 
according to the momentum equation. 
This assures the applicability of the model to channels of small size also. 
Whenever bulk-boiling region is present the density of the two-phase 
fluid may be given by equation (7) or by 
P = (1 - X ) p + p X 
· v fsat g v (8) 
according to the energy equation. 
The meaning of the symbols used in equations (7) and (8) is the following: 
a = void fraction or steam volume fraction 
P f = density of liquid 
p g = density of gas 
P = density of liquid at saturation temperature fsat 




s .. = slip ratio. 
s a 
= r 




The use of equation (8) in the present model is justified, because it 
has been recognized, Ref. [ 3], that the elevation head must be evaluated 
by using the energy equation instead of the momentum equation, which, 
in turn, applies to transient problems. 
3. 4 Acceleration Pressure Drop 
The total acceleration pressure drop is obtained by summing the 
acceleration pressure drops due to changes in area and density 
around the loop. 




f1 p = w 
ace 2 A 2 g -ls 
where: 
[ \s-ex -
1 X. - p for nonboiling regions 
X. = [ 
2 (1 - x) 
1 - a for two-phase regions 
(10) 
(11) 
Subscripts "ts-ex", "cl" and Heicc11 refer respectively to test-section exit, 
cold-leg and heat-exchanger. 
Equation (11) is valid under the condition of slip-flow. If the fog-flow 
model is considered, the following relationship applies: 
X, = (1-x) t X - -Q p f J 1 p g Pf (12) 
Equation (12) predicts values of acceleration pressure drop which are 
higher than those given by equation (11 ). 
The true value, probably, lies between these two limits. In the absence 
of any experimental data, the use of equation (12) could be advisable 
because it results in a conservative prediction of the pressure drop. 
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Equation { 10) is de rived in Ref. [ 4]. 
For the special case in which the heat-exchanger consists of n 
exc 
pipes in parallel, the following new relationship has been derived 
and introduced in the present model: 
z 
loop 





Several types of flow must be considered. 
a) Isothermal turbulent flow of single-phase fluid. 
Pressure drop is given by the expression: 
L G2 6P = f - --f iso D 2pg 
{13) 
{14) 
where the friction factor f. is given by the Colebrook relation for 
lSO 
the transition and turbulent regions or by: 
- 3 r 6] 
fiso = O. 0055 [1 + ~ 20000 i) + ~e . { 15) 
for full turbulence region. 
Equation (15) is valid when the diameter D is expressed in centimeters 
and has been derived from Ref. [ 5]. 
b) Non-isothermal turbulent flow of single-phase fluid. 
Equation (14) becomes: 
( 
f ) L G
2 
6Pf = fiso • T"- · D 2p g 
lSO 
(16) 
where {f/f. ) is a correction factor which accounts for the variation 
lSO 
along the radius of the temperature and consequently of the physical 
properties of the fluid. The coefficient f. , in equation (16) must be 
lSO 
evaluated by using the average temperature. 
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Many semiempirical correlations are reported in the literature in order 
to evaluate the correction factor (f/f. ): 
180 
(t-)= (µw)0.13 1so µ B Reference ( 61 Kreith and Summerfield 
Reference (7], 
Maurer and Le Torneau 
(f-)= 1 - o. 0018 f 
180 
Reference [1] 
where ). is calculated from Dittus-Boelter correlation: 
'\ - 0 023 I R o. 8 l/3 
" - • D e • Pr 
W = heat flux expressed in units coherent with~ so that the ratio 
f/J / >. results a temperature measured in °c. 
In the present model equation (19) has been adopted, which is valid 
2 for pressures in the range between 50 and 120 Kg/cm • 





No sufficient experimental and theoretical work has been carried out 
up to now on pressure drops in local boiling region. 
Semiempirical correlations have been proposed by Reynolds and Rohde, 
based on experiments on horizontal and vertical circular channels, 
performed by Reynolds and Buchberg respectively, Ref. (5]. 
Mendler, Ref.(4], performed calculations of local boiling pressure 
drops with water at 800 to 2000 psia, by means of the following 
correlation for (f/f. )LB : 
lSO 
(_L) = 1 +l (_L) -1 ]· / - ~s~b fiso LB fiso sat sat scb (21) 
where (f/f. ) t is equal to the value of tL2 0 at 4, 2 per cent quality 1so sa 
and may be evaluated by means of correlation, Ref. [5]: 
(t-) = 19. 579 p -0. 5931697. [ 1 + O. 095868 G-0. 919337 ] (22) 
1so sat 
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t b is the temperature at which local boiling starts, and may be calculated 
SC 
as: 
t =t +L\t _i 
scb sat sat A (23) 
or, following Bowring: 
t : t t At 1/4 - t 
scb sat ~ A (23
1) 
where f3 is given by relation (2) of Sect. 3. 2, and h. t by one of the 
sat 
following two empirical correlations: 
p 
l\t = 62. 6209b 11/4 e - 61. 2414 
sat 




Both equations (24) and (25) have been included in the present model and 
the choice is left to the user. 
We note that equation (23), in which /). t t is evaluated by means of {24), 
sa 
and equation {23 1) give the same results. 
In the present model, the local boiling region has been divided , 
following Bowring theory, into a· highly subcooled and a slightly 
subcooled region. 
In both regions the relation {16) is valid, but the correction facto{ 'f-) 
has to be calculated in a different manner. iso LB 
In the highly subcooled region, in which voidage is a wall effect, {f/f )L iso B 1 is evaluated by means of relation {21 ). In the second region, where voidage 
is mainly a bulk effect, the multiplier {f/f. )LB is evaluated by using 
lSO 2 
the Lottes-Flinn relation (see Appendix 1), i. e.: 
( f ) { - = 3 1 + fiso LB 
2 1 
1 1 +----------[1 - p ]2 ex (1 - s ..:.....&.) 
ex r p f 
(26) 
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where ex is the void fraction at the end of the slightly subcooled region 
ex 
given by equation (4). 
The validity of Lottes-Flinn correlation applied to the local boiling region 
has been proved by the experimental results by Sher, Ref. (11], which have 
shown that local boiling pressure drop may be predicted by means of bulk 
boiling correlations if local void fractions are known. 
We note that equations (26) and (21) does not give the same value at the 
boundary between highly and slightly subcooled regions: equation (26) 
gives (f/£. )LB = 1 and equation (21) gives 
lSO 2 (r-\ B =[(~) _ i] t/ -~s~b 1so fa 1 1so sat sat scb 
To avoid discontinuity on pressure drop we corrected equation (26) by 
adding the following term: 
(\:o r =[( £:sot. J td - t 1 scb t - t sat scb 
Another way to get over the difficulty consists in the adoption in both regions 
of equation (26). The two options are present in the digital program, but 
the first one seems to give results in better agreement with experiments 
carried out at the Polytecnical School of Turin. 
d) Bulk Boiling 
Two-phase friction pressure drop correlations reported in the literature 
are of two types: 
1) a friction factor method in which the friction factor is computed 
considering a homogeneous mixture of the two phases, is used; 
2) a non-dimensional ratio, obtained by dividing the two-phase friction 
pressure drop by the liquid-phase friction pressure drop, evaluated 
at the total flow rate, is correlated with quality, pressure and mass 
flow rate. 
The first approach does not give results in agreement with experiments 
The most widely accepted correlation of the second type is that by 
Martinelli and Nelson, Ref.( 16]. 
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It is presented in graphical form and no analytical expression for it is 
available, except the one derived in Appendix 4. Moreover it does not 
take into account a dependence on mass flow rate. Also Sher and Green, 
Ref. [ 1 7], present their correlation of experimental measurements in a 
graphical and numerical form. 
Only three analytical correlations for the two-phase multiplier (f/f. }bb' 
lSO 
are available in the literature: the one by Levy, Ref. [18], the one by 
Marchaterre, Ref. [19], and the one by Lottes and Flinn, Ref.[20]. 
Levy proposes for the two-phase multiplier the following expression: 
(
_[_) _ (l _ x)l.80 
fiso bb - (1 -ex) 2 
(27) 
in which (f/f. )bb is related to quality and pressure since the "momentum 
lSO 
model" correlation between quality and void fraction is dependent on 
pressure through the ratio (pf /p ), but not to mass flow rate. 
sat g 
Marchaterre proposes the expression (for vertical upflow}: 
2 
( f ) = (1 - x) fiso bb 1 - ex 
2g(P - p ) P? 
+ f g 
ex 2 
f. • G 
(28} 
lSO 
Comparison of this relation with experimental results does not appear 
to be very satisfactory. Lottes and Flinn propose the correlation: 






Comparison of this relation with experimental results obtained at 
Argonne is fairly satisfactory, Ref. (5]. 
In the present model Lottes-Flinn correlation has been used with the 
assumption of constant slip-ratio along the channel, 
The average value of the two-phase multiplier is given by: 





3. 6 Local Pressure Drops 
In the loop there are several local pressure drops, due to: 
test section entrance and exit fittings, 
valves and nozzles, 
bends 
In a turbulent flow system, losses can be visualized in terms of kinetic 
energy of the fluid, using the velocity-head concept (Ref. [8]). 
The general expression for local pressure drops is: 
2 
6 = K G ploc 2 p g 
C 
(30) 
where K is the loss coefficient, which assumes different values for 
enlargement, contraction and the like. Single phase pressure drop 
coefficients may be calculated as in "Mauro l" (Ref. [12] ), according to 
Ref.[8], [13], [14], [15]. 
The exit local pressure drop, when slightly subcooled or bulk boiling 
occurs at the end of test section, is given by the Romie relation, based 
on Richardson hypothesis (Ref. [9]), further corrected by an expression 
which makes for ex= 0 the drop so calculated equal to the value given 
by hydraulic relation. The final relation (derived in Appendix 2) is: 
G2 
A _ ris [ K 
Ll p - -
loc, exit ( p + P . ) out 





4. DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
4. 1 Qi.vision of the loop 
The loop is first of all divided into four components: 








Only test section and riser are further divided in short axial lumps (up 
to. 350) so that the calculation is there done by using linearized forms 
of the working equations. In each lump the enthalpy and fluid properties 
are computed, as shown in chapter 4. 2. Because fluid properties change 
from all liquid to highly subcooled region and after to slightly and to bulk 
boiling, changes are made in working equations, by using Bowring model 
to determine the region boundaries. The number of mesh points in the 
heated channel and in the riser are specified by the user. 
4. 2 Working equations 
Working equations are derived from mass and energy conservation 
equations. 
a) Conservation of mass: 
the steady state mass flow rate is constant througout every section 
of the loop. 
b) Conservation of energy and heat balance: 
for given inlet temperature (t. ), heat flux ( II>), heat transfer 1n 
coefficient (A. ), the wall temperature at the entrance of test section 1n 
is: 
t . = t. + ~II>~ 
w, 1n 1n "'in 
(32) 
For every lump of the test section the heat balance gives: 
. . II>. 6z. 
hJ = h~ + 4 -----
out 1n Gts • Dts 
(33) 
For every lump of the riser the heat balance gives: 
. . . 1 
hJ = h~ - A. . • s . • (tJ - t ) -
out 1n r1s r1s a W (34) 
2I 
where subscript "a" refers to air, and A . is the overall heat loss 
r1s 
coefficient of the riser. 
Temperatures are calculated from enthalpies by means of the 
expression: 
t=h-A 
where A is given by the following relation: 
A= 1. 6634 + 1. 5323. 10-lO. h4 • 4229448 
which results from numerical interpolation of table values. 
Equation (35) is valid for pressures in the range between 20 and 
I 2 o 100 Kg cm and for temperatures greater than 40 C. Enthalpy 
must be expressed in units Kcal/Kg. 
(35) 
The mean temperature of the downcomer is obtained by adding to the 
test section inlet temperature l!.tcl degrees. l!.tcl is an input quantity 
predetermined by experiments. 
The exchanger mean temperature is assumed to be the av.erage 
between riser and downcomer mean temperatures. From the 
knowledge of temperature distribution around the loop it is possible 
to determine the coordinates of the boundaries of all regions and, 
then, to compute fluid properties in each of them. Equations used to 
evaluate thermodynamic properties of water are those listed in Ref. (1]. 
The equation for the enthalpy of water, h, is derived, from Ref. ( 10 ]. 
Specific heat capacity, c , at constant pressure is calculated by the p 
differential of the enthalpy equation with respect to temperature. The 
equation for the thermal conductivity, K, of water has been derived 
from values listed in Table VII of Ref. (10]. Density of water is 
calculated from an equation put forward by M. Tratz, which is 
available from Ref.( 1 o]. 
In general, several regions are determined in the loop (see section 3. 1) 
and in each region the mean properties are evaluated. 
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c) Conservation of momentum. 
The equation (1) in section 3. 1 is integrated to the whole loop. In each 
region pressure drops are computed with mean values of properties by 
relations, which are in sections 3. 3, 3. 4, 3. 5 and 3. 6. 
In the test section lump temperature is compared continuously with 
Bowring's model boundary values, so dividing the test section into 
different regions. Different relations for pressure drops are, then, used 
in each of them. In the riser, if the outlet temperature is equal to 
the saturation value, the equation (34) allows in every lump to calculate 
the enthalpy, which must be compared with the saturation value. If it 
is greater or equal, the quality is found by the relation: 
h - h 
sat 
X = -------h - h g sat 
(36) 
and, calling x the smooth value in every lump, the friction pressure 






nris ( f ) 
z --
. f. . J=l lSO J 
where(f-). is given by the following equation: 
lSO J 
4. 3 Flow rate calculation 
(37) 
(38) 
The steady state flow rate calculation is done by solving the equation (1) 
of Section 3. 1 implicitely, that is by using an iterative procedure. This 
procedure is the "method of halving". At each calculation step, (i. e. at 
each flow rate value}, all pressure drops are evaluated along with the "rela-
tive error" e: = (!::,.p t - 1::,.p )/ 1::,.p , (where I::,. p = I::,. p 1 + l::,.p mo res mot mot e ev pump 
and I::,. p = l::,.pf + I::,. p ), and a new flow rate value is chosen depending 
res r ace 
on the sign of e. As many steps are performed as they are necessary to 
make e: less than a prescribed value. 
Precisely an interval of flow rates is give, in which we presume to find 
the solution; this interval is divided in four parts, and for the five flow 
23 
rate values the relative error is calculated. 
In the subinterval where the relative error changes sign the midpoint is 
chosen and this flow rate value is used for a new calculation cycle until 
the relative error is less than a fixed value. 
Fig. (4) shows the shape of curves, representing the gravitational driving 
force and the total pressure drop, versus the flow rate. 
5. THE LUPO CODE 
5. 1 Structure of the Program 
The program includes a "Main Program", six "Subroutines" and eleven 
"Functions 11 , called by the "Main Program". 
a) Main Program. 
First statements are of input data reading and printing. Then the Code 
computes constant quantities (non-depending upon the flow rate) and clears 
several variables. At pages 9, 10and11 there is the mean properties and 
friction pressure drops calculation, in every test section region. Then 
the code computes temperatures, mean properties and friction pressure 
drops in the riser, in the exchanger and in the cold leg. At page 12there 
is the local pressure drops, the acceleration and the elevation pressure 
drops calculation. 
Then the program computes and prints the relative error, and in 
accordance with this value, it decides what it will make: to continue 
iterations or to read restart input data; however, it prints results. 
Restart input data are inlet temperature or thermal power; if they are not 
the program stops. 
b) Subroutines 








PUMP - SUBROUTINE PUMP computes the driving force of a pump in 
the forced circulation 







- SUBROUTINE COTES is used to integrate by means of Cotes 
formula the expression derived from Lottes-Flinn model for 
the friction two-piase multiplier calculation. 
- SUBROUTINE TRIST computes the temperature distribution, 
mean properties and the frict~on multiplier in the riser. 
- SUBROUTINE DPEL computes the elevation head. 
- SUBROUTINE FLOW computes at each iteration step the new 
value of flow rate according to the numerical treatment, 
described in Section 4. 3. 
c) Functions 
The LUPO Code includes eleven FUNCTIONS 
The FUNCTIONS: ENTALP, DENSIT, VISCOS, CSP, COND, SAT, ACCA 
compute the fluid enthalpy, density, viscosity, specific heat capacity, 
thermal conductivity, saturation temperature, heat transfer coefficient, 
respectively. 
FUNCTIONS: DP, DPL, DPLU compute acceleration, local pressure drops 
and local two phase pressure drops at the exit of the test section, respectively. 
FUNCTION COMP computes the two phase multiplier, derived from the 
Lottes-Flinn model. 
5. 2 Flow Chart 
At following pages the flow chart of the program is shown. For symbols 
see the nomenclature at the end of report. 
Main Program 
Raad in put da~a 
MIMl=O KIND=1 
Print 






T sat ,hin .dT sat, ~.At~~ 
25 
Tct.'?in. Kin,C pin,~ in 
'? cl, Kc1.c P cl. ~tl 
Print 
Tsat•h in,QTsat.cl>.Jf. P 
Start internal loop 
CALL PUMP 
Compute 
G rs,Gc1,Gexch,G ris 
Compute Tw inl scb 
. 
Compute 
Tw,n,NRe1n,h in~T scb,T sc.b~scb 
Compute T d 
Compute 
van.AT d, T d 
Compute liquid temperature 
di~tribution in test section 
NO 
All l i quid reg ion temperatures 
Calculation 
26 
ZLe = 0 
r =1 
YES 
B = I 
YES 
Compute 
hout,j ,Tj ,T m,j 
27 
NO 
Highly subcooled region 
temperatures calculation 




hout,i ,T j. T mj 
YES 
St ightl y sub c. ooled 




hout,1,X 1,hou,t,1 .T,,Tm,J 
YES 
Bulk boiling region 
temperatures a.nd mean 
density calculation 
C = j 




hout,X j,Xy,j • ~v.2 
YES 
All l i quid re g ion 
cat cu la t ion 
Compute 
29 




hsr• f iso,sr,(f/f iso)sr.4Pf. sr 
YES 
YES 
Highly subcooled region 
calculation 
Compute 
qLB,T mLaA LB, N Re, Le 
Compute 
















Compute Ap f,1 
YES 
Bulk boiling region 
calculation 
Compute 





Compu t, R2 by CO ES 
CALL DROP 
Compute Ll Pn 
. . 
YES 





Comput, R 2 
by 
func~1onCOMP 
Compuh T exch 
Compute 









N . Re,.L 
Compute 
f ~ so.~ 
Compute llpf,i 





Compute /l Ptoc.i 
NO 
NO YES 






Max number of iteration 
has been ri.~achecl 
YES 
Read restart 
















01..mj. ,Xmv,i, ~;,~r.~ 
x;n.i.•f" X o u t,l. 
h~n:i ~ ~ " h o u t.~ 
T m.i= T m,i.+ T ou t,.i. 
36 
Compute Xoutj 
Tout,i. '"T sat 
Re~urn 
Compute T0 u~. ~ 
Compu~e <?.i. 
Compura Fi$o,i 









N0 zero has been 
faun d between 




Solution has been 











5. 3. 1 Listing and sample Print-out 
The listing in FOR TRAN language follows. The "Main II is the first; 
SUBROUTINES and FUNCTIONS follow it. 
For the FORTRAN nomenclature see the following section. At the end 
of listing there is a sample print-out with input data and results of a typical 
calculation. 


















































***LUPO*** A PROGRAM FOR SI~GLE ANn TWO-PHASE PRESSURE O~OPS 
CALCULATION IN PRFSSURIZEO WATE~ CLOS~D LOOPS. (JUNE,28,19671 r,.GAGGERO,B.PA~ELLA 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 










f 1'11.\ X 
OPPUMP 
T SL T 
CLLT 
EXL T 
R Il 1 













PROBLEM TITLE (ANY ALPHAMERIC CHARACTFR STRING) 
MAXIMUM NUMRFR CF ITERATIONS 
NUMBER OF EXCHANGP~ PIPES IN PARALLEL 
NUMBER OF TEST SECT ION LU"IPS 
RISER TEMPERATURE CALCULATION PARAMETER 
INDL=l RISFR TE"lPl=RAlURF CO"lPUTEO BY S1Jf:<'1.0UTINE PUST 
INDL=O RISER TEMPERATURE~ TOUT-XTRJS 
PRINTING PARAMETER 
IPRINT=O SHORT OUTPUT {LAST ITERATION RESULTS ONLY) 
IPRINT=l FULL OUTPUT . 
OELTAT-SAT CALCULATION PARAMFTER 
IDT=O FORMULA ( 25) IS USED 
IDT=l JENS-LOTTES FORMULA IS USEO 
HIGHLY SUB COOL ED RFGION CAL CUL AT ION PAP A'1EHR 
KKK=O (F/FISOl COMPUTED ACCORDING TO "1FN0LFP THEnRY 
KKK=l (F/FI SO) COMPUTED ACCORDING TO LCTTl'.'."S-FL lNN "lf:TH,JIJ 
PRESSURE OF THE SYSTEM (KG/CM**2l 
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR 
PUMP HEAD {KG/CM**Z) 
IF DPPUMP LESS THAN ZERO IS SPECIFIED ,nPPUM 0 IS 
EVALUATFO BY SUBROUTINE PUMP 
TFST SFCTJON LENGTH (CM) 
CDLO LEG LFNGTH (CM) 
EXCHANGER LENGTH {C"I) 
RJSFR LENGTH IC~) 
OUTLET FITTING L!::~'GTH ICM) 
TEST SECTION INTfRNAL 01\METFR {CM) 
COLD LFG INTFR~AL rIA~FTFR ICM) 
EXCHANGfq INTl'.'."QNAL DTA~FTE~ (CM) 
RISER INTERNAL OIA~FTFR (CMI 
TEST SFCTION RGUGHNFSS Cn.FFFICIFNT 
LOOP ROUGHNESS COEFFJCll=NT 
SLIP RATIO 
ANCtr:: OF LOOP YITH RFSPFCT TO HORIZONTAL RAOIAI\JTI 
Rm'Rf!\IG PAPAMFTFR FfJP LOCAL QUALITY CALC'JLATIOI\J 
H1Ji_,t3Lf AVf:flAr.E RADtlJS AT 11ETACHMENT 
FVAPilR,Hl;]N HF:'IT KCAL/KG) 
SATURATEl1 ST~A~ nEN5ITY (KG/CM*•3) 






































































CC ( I l 






SATURATf1 STfAM fNTHI\LPY (KCAL/KG) 
TFST SECTION INLET LOSS COEFFICIENT 
COLD LfG LOSS COEFFICIENT 
F.XCHI\NGH Lf~SS COFFFIC 11:NT 
RISFR LQSS COEFFICTENT TEST SrCTTON OUTLFT SINGl E PHAS!= Lf1SS (flFFFICTl:f\JT 
TFST SFCT[:JN OUTLET rwr. PHASF LflSS cnEFFICH'.\JT 
IF RR==O TWO PHASE LOSS COEFFICIFNT IS f-V,\lllATF 1) RY IJSPVi 
RO~IF CORRELATION fJIFFERfNCE BFHIEEN COLC LEG MEAN TEMP[P/\TUPF M 1•1 P:I f=T 
TEMPERATURF,TIN (CELSillS OE:GR.l 
DIFFERENCE BETWEFN OUTLFT TEMPERATURE ANf) RT5FP. MIC.\'I 
TEMPFRATURF CELSIUS OEGR.l 
PUMP CHARACTERISTIC COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER OF RISER AXIAL LUMPS 
RISER OVERALL HFAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (KCAL/C~**' s~r 
OEGR) 
RISER SURFACE (CM**2) 
AIR TEMPERATURE (CFLSIUS DEGR) 
THFRMAL POWER SUPPLIED TO SYSTEM (KW) 
MINIMUM VALUF OF FLOW RATE !KG/SEC) 
MAXIMUM VALUE CF FLOW RATF IKG/SFC) 






*, P QUGL 
0 I MF NS ION TITLE ( 18) , T ( <;) , 0 ( 4 ) , Xl ( 4 I , RO( 5} , CK ( 5) , r:: P ( 5 l ! l\M U ( 5 l , cc ( 6 l 
l , G ( 4 l , R E Y N ( 4 l , F I SO ( 4 l , 0 P FR IC ( 4 I , DP L OC I 5 l , l ABE Ll 1 2 l , fl K t '5 I , TT ( ? 5 0 l , T 
1Mt2501 
EQUIVALENCE<T(l) TINl,{T(2l,TCll,H(3} TEXCl,<T(4l,TRIS),!T(51,TnlJ 
1 T) t (D (l ) 'TSO) '(D l 21 , C LO) ' (0 ( 3 I 'FX n) t ml 4 I' RID,, ( XL( l ) 'T SL T), ( XL ( 2 ) 
2 ,Cl LT) , XL 3 l , f X LT) , ( XL ( 4) , R I LT) , ( RK ( 11 , BK IN) , l f\K ( 2 l , BKCL ) • ( BK! 3 l , 
3BKFX), lB K ( 4) , BKR I) , ( BK ( 5}, BKOUT) 
DATA LUPC/4HLUPO/ . 
DATA LABFL/4HTF.ST,4H SEC,4HTION,4HCOLD,4H LEG,4H ,4.-ffXCH, 
* 4HANGE,4HR ,4HRISE,4HR ,4H / 





























U> 0036 0037 
0038 
a: 0039 
















IVG LEVEL O, MOD 0 MATN OATr: = 67?3:S 
C 
READ 5,1001) (TITU:(Il,I=l,18) 
READ (5,999) IMAX,NEXC,NZETA,JNDL,IPRif\lT,IDT,KKK 
READ (5,1002) P,EMAX,DPPUMP 
READ 5,1002) TSLT,CLLT,EXLT,RILT,FITLT 
READ (5,100?) TSD,CLO,f:'XD,RIO 
READ (5,1002) ROl~TS,ROUGL,SLIPR,OflTA 
READ 5,1:1021 EPSl,RO,RLAND.l\,ROG,EOUTFS,Fr1JTG 
READ (5,1002) BKIN,BKCL,BKF.X,BKRJ,RKOUT,PR 
READ (5,1002) XTCL,XTRIS 
KPUMP=O 
IF(f)PPUMPll,2,2 
1 READ (5,100?.l (CC(Il,I=l,6) 
KPUMP=l 
2 CONTINUE 
IF(INDL.FQ.O) Gn T~ 11 
RF.AO 15,100?) IDD(Il,I=l,61 
11 CONTINUI:' 












KT I\JD =1 
MIMl=O 
C . 
C PRINT INPUT DATA 
C 
WRITE (6,2001) 
WRITE 6,200?) (TITLE{I) ,I=l ,18) 
WRITE (6,20031 
IF(IMAX.LE.1) GO TO 6 
5 WRITF (6,2004) 
GO TO 7 
6 WRITE 16,20051 
7 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,2013) NZETA,NEXC,IMAX,IPRINT,INDL,IDT,KY!< 
WRITE (6,?.0061 
N=l 
DO 8 K=l,4 
















U) 0066 0067 







Ul 0077 0078 
0079 
0: 0080 0081 
0 0082 0083 












IVG LFVEL O, ~CD O MAIN 
8 N=N+3 
WRITE (6,20081 DELTA 
WRITE (6,2009) P,POWKW,TIN,WMIN,WMAX 
WRITE 6,?0101 ROUGTS,ROUGL 
WP.JTE (6,2011) (BK(Il,1=1,5t,BR 
DATE= 67233 15/2B/4<! 
WRITF (6,2012) SLIPR,EPSl,RD,RLANDA,ROG,XTCL,XTRIS,FrJUTFS,F.ntJTr; 
C 
C COMPUTE CONSTANT QUANTITIES 
C 
C 
CALL FLOW WX) 













OT I N=TSAT-TI N 
If(IDT.EQ.O) GO TO 33 
OTSAT=6?.620957*(Fl**0.25l*EXP(-P/61.24141 
BFTA=62.745855*EXP(- P-l.Ol/61.3497) 
GO TO 34 
33 DTSAT=l45.7*(FI**0.5)*EXP(-P/87.89) 
BETA=l45.7*FXP(-P/87.89)*Fl**0.25 
34 C CNTI NUF. 
TW SC B=TSAT+DTSAT 
TCL=TI N+ XTCL 
E IN=ENTALP( TIN) 
wRITE (6,2030) TSAT,EIN,DTSAT,Fl,ETA,BETA 
DO lC 1=1,2 
RO(I)=OENSIT(T(l)) 
CK{ I l=CON!Hlt I) t 
CP 1,=CSP T I)) 
A MU ( I l =VISCO S (T ( I ) I 
10 CONTINUE 
IF IPRINT.NE.O) GO TO 100 
WRITF. (6,2045) 
C START I~TERNAL LOOP 
C 
100 CONTINUE 


















I) 0111 0112 
- 0113 .. 






en 0122 0123 
0124 
























XE X=O. 0 















3 CALL PUMP(WX,CC,DPPUMPl 
4 CONTINUE 
DO 2C 1=1,4 
G([l=WX/!PGPK*D(Il**2)*4.0 
IF( I .EQ.31GI I l=G( I )/EXCN 
20 ClJNTINlJf 
C COMPUTE TWIN 
C 
REYN l)=G ll*D(ll/AMU{l) 
OAT f = 67 233 








DTD=ET.A*F J /V 
TD=TSAT-DTD 
C COMPUTE LIQUID TEMPFRATURE DISTRIBUTION I~ TEST-SFCTION 
C 


















































































Gn TO lB 
49 A=l.O 
GC1 TO 1 g 
16 CONTINUE 




DO 4 0 J = 1 , NZ FT A 
EOUTl=EI NTH-BP 
TT(J+l)=EOUTl-(l.6~34F+O+l.5323E-lO*(EOUT1**4.422q44B)) 
TM(J)=fTT J)+TT(J+ll) /2.0 
EINTl=EOUTl 
CKZ=CONO (HH J) I 




IF(TWALL.GE.TWSC~) GO TO 4~ 
40 CONTINUE 
GO TO 60 














































































GO TO 60 
l<l CONTINUE 




f I NT l=EOUTl 
IF(TM!J)-TD)4R,51,5l 
48 CDNTINUE 
GO TO 60 






IF{Jl.LE.NZETA) GO TO 18 
ZD=TSLT 
B=O.O 
GO TO 60 
18 CONTINUE 
l=ZD 









52 CO"JT I NUE 
ZBB=TSL T 
GO TO 60 







IF(Jl.LE.NZETAl GO TO 35 
ZBB= TSL T 
C=O.O 






































































or 55 J=Jl,N7FTA 








ALL LIQUID RFGION CALCULATION 
60 TOUT=HH J) 
RO 5)=0ENS1T TOUT) 
EOUT=EOUTl 
IF(AL.EQ.0.0) GO TO 27 



















27 IFfA.EQ.O.O) GO TO 28 
IF(B.GT.O.O) GO TO 190 


























II) 0275 0276 





en 0283 0284 
0285 
. 
a:: 0286 0287 
t> 0288 0289 
t> 0290 0291 
0292 






Ill 0300 0301 
0302 
0303 
IVG LEVEL O, MOD O MAIN DATE= 67?33 15/?8/49 
C 
AMLB=(AMTB+AMTD)/2.0 
REYLB=G ll*D 11/AMLB 
FISDLB=5.5E-3*{1.0+IROUGTS*2.0F+4+1.0E+6/PEYLBl**CR} 





GO TO 771 





DROPLB=(FISOLB*FFISLB*Gtl)**2* ZO /TSD)/(2.0*ACCG*ROLB) 
PFRICT=PFP.ICT+nROPlR 
JF(ZO .EQ.TSLTl GO TO 500 
28 IF(B.EQ.O.O) GO TO ?9 
IF(C.GT.O.O) GO TO 21 















IF(KKK.EQ.Ol GO TO 772 
PP=l.0/( 1.0-ALF/1.Rf:I*( l.0-PS11) l 
RMOLTl=CR*{l.O+PP+PP**?) 
GO TO 773 
772 PP=l.O/(l.O-t4LFABB~ALFAW)*Cl.O-PSI1)l 
RMOLTl=XFSLB+CR*(l.O+PP+PP*PP) 





IF(ZBB.EQ.TSLT) GO TO 400 

















U} 0317 0318 
- 0319 






U) 0328 0329 
0330 
0: 0331 0332 
0 0333 0334 






























GO TO ?6 
25 CALL COTFS(ZBB,TSLT,HS,RMOLT2) 
Rt-10L T2=RMOLT2/Z2 
llATE = 67~"33 
26 CALL OROP(TSAT,72,~~0LT2,R0~2,TSD,nopop?,FJS2l 
PFRICT=PFRICT+POROP2 
GO TO 700 
400 ROOUT= l.O-ALFABBl*R0(5)+ALFARR*RnG 
XEX=XB8 
ALFAEX=ALFABB 
GO TfJ 700 
500 ROOU f=RO TD 
GO TO 71)0 
600 ROQUT=ROT8 
700 C 01\JT I NUf. 
IF(INOL.GT.O) GO TO 12 
TRI S=TOUT-XTRI S 
TFXC=(TRIS+TCl)/2.0 
DfJ R20 l=3,5 
CK{I)=CONO(T{Ill 
C P ( I ) =CSP (T ( I ) ) 
A MU ( I l = V I SC O S (T ( I ) ) 
IF(I.EQ.5) GO TO R20 
RO( I )-=l)ENSITCT{ I }t 
820 CONTINUE 
RCMR=RO 4) 






DO 15 I =3, 5 
C K ( I ) =C O NO (T ( Il l 



















U) 0365 0366 









0:: 0378 0379 









:> C391 Ill 
0392 
IVG LEVEL O, MOD 0 
AMU( Il=VISUJS!T( T l l 
IF(T.GT.3) ~r TO 15 
RO I)=OENSIT T(I)) 
15 CONTINUE 
13 CONTINUE 
DO 30 I =2 ,4 
MAIN 
R EVN C 1 l =G C I l ~,o I I l / J\MU { 1 l 
DATE= 67233 
IF(INDL.GT.O.AN8.I.EQ.4) GO TO 14 
FISO(I)=5.5E-3*(l.O+(ROUGL*2.0F+4+1.0E+6/REYN1Ill**CRl 
14 DP FR IC ( I l = F I SO ( I ) * ( X l f T l / D C I I l * ! G { I l ** 2 l / ( 2 • 0 *AC C G ~' R. 0 ! T l l 
PFRICT=PFRICT+OPFRIC(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
OPACC=DP (ROOUT l 
IF(OELTA)710,710,720 
710 DPELEV=O.O 
· GO TO 730 




on 5 c r = 1, 4 




OPLOC 5l=DPLU XFX,4LFAEX,GA~~Al,POOUT) 
GO TO 900 
AOC DPLDCt51=QPL{BK(5),5) 
900 fl!'LOCT=DPLIJC ll+OPL'JC!?)+!1PLnC(3)+1)PLOCl4)+DPLnC(5) 
DPRT=OPACC+PFRICT+0PLOCT 
DE=(DPRT-~PMOT)/DP~IJT 
CALL fLQ!,,i WX) 
IF!TCN.GT.Ol GO TO 1100 
IF(MI~I.LE.I~AX) GO TO 11q0 
IC I\J= l 
WPJTF (6,2043) 
GO TO 1100 
1180 cn~nINUE 
IF(IPRINT.NE.O) GO TO 1100 
DROPTS=OROPSR+DROPLB+PDRGPl+PDROP2 
15/?.8/40 




GO TO 1150 



















U) 0406 0407 






U> 0417 0418 
a: 0419 0420 
u C421 0422 













IVG LEVEL 0, MOO 0 t,:f',,J N OATf = 67?-,, 15/?i)/4D 
WR I TE ( <., , 2 :J 3 1 l \~ X X 
~RITE U,,203?> 
1\1=4 
DO 2??. K=Z ,4 
hRITE (1'.,2<)33) Ll\"IFLINl,Ll\'"ll=UN+ll,L.I\RFL(N+?l,T(!<),G !<),REY"! K),F 
1 I SC (Kl 
222 N=N+3 
IF(AL.Eu.n.01 GO Tl 1251 
~RITE 16,20~4) TSCP,RDTB,R[SR,A~TB,AMSR,CPTn,cPSq,(KTA,CKSR 
WPITF (6,2n3s) ~FYSR,HSR,FISOSR,FFISSR 
1251 [F(,\.EQ.C.'.')l r,f] TO 1251 
\.JR. I TE {6, 2036) TO, T"'lLR, POTO, ~r.L 8, A\ff l, 1V1l~, R EYL R, FISr)L '3, FFI SL B 
1252 IF!B.f(.).O.Ol GD T(l 1253 
WRITF (A,20~7} AlFAW,TMl,ALF~Ml,ROl,qD~l,FlSl,PMPLTl 
1253 IF(C.Fo.n.01 GO Tn 1?60 
\\"IJTE !6,')038) ALFAM2,P02,RQM2,FLS2,RMOLT2 
1260 CnNT I :\iUf 
WPITE (6,?014lWXX 
',,f>. I T F ( A , 2 () l 5 l 
Wf<IF (n,2016)TWIN,TSCF~,Tn,,TolJT 





\-If< I TE {(; ,ZO??) 
WPJTE (b,?023) OPFPIC(2l,OPFRIC(31,0PFRIC(4),0ROPSR,nROPL1,PnQnPl, 
lPDRPP2,PFRICT 
1-PITF (6,20?'tl 
\~PITE (6,20?5} ([)Pl'JC(I),l=l,5),;)PLOCT 
v-k.ITE (6,2026lOPACC 
WRITE (6,202Bl nPPUMP,OPFLEV 
h~ITF (6,20271DPRT 
W~ITF (~,2029) DPMOT 
~~ITE C6,203Q) OE 
hRITE (6,2040) 





3315 WRITE 16,2041) TM(K),TM(NR1),TM(NR2l,TM{NR3),TM{NR4) 
IF(NSS.EQ.O)GO TO 3316 
NR4=NR4+1 
WRITE 16,20421 {TM(Il,I=NR4,NZETAl 
3316 CONTINUE 
1150 wxx = wx 
IF(ICN.EQ.O) GO TO 100 
'J1 
0 









U) 0447 0448 































READ RESTART DATA IF ANY 














999 FORMAT (1015) 
1001 FORMAT (18A4) 
1002 FORMAT 6El2.0} 
2001 FORMAT (1Hl,30X,23H* * * LUPO * * * 
2002 FORMAT (lH0,18A4/) 
2003 FORMAT (1HO,l7HTYPE OF PROBLEM l 
) 
2004 FORMAT (1H+,19X,54HSTEAOY STATE Fl~W RATE AND PRESSURE DROPS CALCU 
lLATI ON l 
2005 FORMAT (1H+,19X,29HPRESSURE DROPS CALCULATION ) 
2006 FORMAT (1H0,14H* * INPUT DATA //22X,11HLENGTH (CMl,13X,l3H0IAMETFR 
1 (CMJ//1 
2007 FORMAT 2X,3A4,6X,Fll.3,13X,F9.3) 
2008 FORMAT (lHO,lOH ANGLE =Fl0.5,7H (RAO)) 
2009 FORMAT ( 1H0,9H PRFSSURE,9~,Fl6.5,12H (KG/CM**2)/2X,5HPOWFR,13X,Fl 
15.5,12H KW) /2X,17HINLET TEMPERATURE,1X,F15.5,17H tCFLSIUS 
2 OEGR.)/2X,9HMIN. FLOW,9X,Fl5.5,10H IKG/SEC)/2X,9HMAX. FLOW,9X,Fl 
35.5,lOH (KG/SECJl , 
2010 FORMAT ( 1H0,29H TEST SECTION ROUGNESS COEF. ,3X,Fl0.6/2X,?6HLnOP P 
lIPES ROUGNESS COEF. ,5X,Fl0.6/) 
2Cll FORMAT (1H0,27H LCC.AL PRESSURE LOSS COfFF.//2X,21HK-TfST SECT. ENT 
l RANCE, 1 X ,F 10. 5/2 X, 1 OH K-C Ol D LEG, l 2X fF 10. 5/ 2X, 11 HK-EX CHANGER, 1 1 X, F l 
20.5/2X,7HK-RISER,15X,F10.5/2X,17HK- EST SECT. EXIT,5X,FI0.5/2X,18H 
3BK-TEST SECT. FXIT,4X,Fl0.5//} 
2012 FOQMAT I lHO,llH SLIP RATI0,18X,Fl0.5/2X,7HEPSILON,21X,Fl0.5/~X,~7H 
lBUHBLE RADIUS AT DETACHMENT ,1X,Fl0.5,6H {CM)/2X,17HHEAT EVAPORAT 
2ION ,llX,Fl0.5,llH KCAL/KG)/1X,15H STEAM DENSITY ,14X,Fl0.5,12H 
3 (KG/CM**3l/1X,9H OELTATCL ,20X,Fl0.5,17H (CELSIUS OEGR.l/1X,11H 
40ELTATRIS ,18X,F10.5,17H (CELSIUS OEGR.l/2X,24HSATURATED WATERiEN 
5THALPY,4X,Fl0.5,11H (KCAL/KG)/2X,14HSTEAM ENTHALPY,14X,F10.5,1 H 
6 (KCAL/KG)) . 
2Cl3 FORMAT llH0,7HNlETA =14,2X,6HNFXC =13,2X,6HIMAX =I3,~X,8H[PRINT =I 
12,2X,6HINOL =I2,2X,5H1DT =I2,2X,5HKKK =12) 














































2015 HlRt'AT 4HO* *,l3H TFMDFPATU!1FS,17H {CELSIUS OEGR.)) 
2Cl6 FORMAT (1H0,17H INLET WALL TEMP.,7X,El3.6/2X,12HTEMP. AT ZLR,llX,E 
113.6/ZX,llHTFMP. AT 70,l?X,Fl3.6/2X,12HOUTLET TEMP.,11X,El3.A/) 
2017 FORMAT (SHO* * , 7HLFNGTHS,~H (CM)) 
2018 FORMAT(2HO ,22HALL LIQUIO Fl[~ REGI0N,12X,El3.6/2X,31HHJGHLY SURCO 
lOLEO ROILING REGION, 3X,F13.6/?X,33HSLIGHTLY SURCOOLFD BOILING REG 
2ION, 1XlE13.6/?X,191!RULK RnILING REGION,lSX,En.6/l 
2019 f{lRMAT 5HO* * , ?7HQ\JAL ITY /\NO vnrn FRACT tn•J l 
2020 FORMAT(2HO ,12HEXIT QUAL1TY,?9X,Fl3.6/2X,2nHV1In F~ACTI(lN AT ZAA,2 
llX,El3.6/2X,40HVDHl FRACTION AT Tiff EN11 DF RULK ROll ING, lX,Fl3.6/ 
2) 
2021 FORMAT (SHO~' * ,14HPPESSURi: rRflPS,lZH KG/f.M**2>/) 
2022 FORMAT{?HO ,lOHFR!CTION ) 
2023 FOR~AT !1H0,"H COL~ LFG,21X,El3.6/?X, 9HEXCHANGFR,20X,El3.6/2X, 5H 
1RISER.,24X,El?.ti/?X,17Hl\LL LIQIJin qfGION,12X,El3.6/2X,23HHIGHLY SUB 
2COOLEO REGION, 6X,El3.6/?X,75HSLIGHTLY SUBCOOLED REGION, 4X,El3.6/ 
32X,19W3ULK ROIL l'\IG R.FGION,10X,El l.6/2X,28HTOTAL FP.ICTION PR!:SSURF 
40ROP, 1X,Fl3.6/) 
2024 FORMAT llHO,RH L0C/\L J 
2025 FOR~AT (1H0,6H INLET, 24X,El3.~/?X, RHCDLD LEG, 21X,El3.6/2X, 9HEX 
1CHANGER,20X,Fl3.6/2X, 5HRISFR,?4X,Fl3.6/2X, 6HOUTLET,23X,El3.6/2X, 
??5HTDTAL LOCAL PRESSURF DPnP, 4X,El1.6/) 
2026 FORMAT ( 1H0,14H ACC[LfDATinN ,l~X,El3.6) 
2027 FORMAT ( IHO, ?Oh Tf'TAL PRESS!JRC fHHlP ,9X, F 14.6/) 
2028 FORf.4AT (JHO,?OH fl'.Jlfl PRFSStJRF PJSF,9X,El4.6/?X, l4HELEVI\TI0N HEAD 
1,15X,El3.6/l 
2029 FORM/IT { 1H0,21H TflTAL EtFVATI!lN HEAD,9X,El3.c/) 
2030 FORMAT !/// 37H *** CONSTANT QUANTITIES VALUES //JH ,5H TSAT,15X, 
*lPE13.6/lH ,15H JNLfT l=NTHALPY ,c;X,El3.6/1H ,13H (f)ElTA-TlSAT ,7X 
*,El3.6/1H ,lOH HFAT FLlJX ,lOX,Fl3.6/lH ,4H ETA ,16X,E13.6/lll ,5H 8 
*ETA ,15X,El3.6) 
2031 FOR"IAT { 1Hl,45H * * * INTERMEOIATE RESULTS FOR FLOW RATE =Fl3.6, 
*2X,BH{KG/SEC)//l 
2032 FOR~AT (//23X,1HT,14X,lHG,11X,4HPEYN,lOX,4HFIS0//) 
2033 FORMAT {2X,3A4,2X,lP4fl4.7) . 
2034 FORMAT (//22H **ALL LIQUID PFGION // ?X,4HTSCB 
*,lRX,Fl4.7/2X,20HRnlTSC8) , Rn-MEAN ,2X,Fl4.7,5X,El4.7/2X,20HMUIT 
*SCB) , ~U-MFAN ,2X,El4.7,5X,El4.7/2X,20HCP(TSCBl , CP-MEAN ,2X,E 
*14.7,5X,El4.7/2X,20HK(TSCBI , K-MEAN ,?X,El4.7,5X,El4.7l 
2035 FGRMAT {2X,10HREYN-MEAN ,12X,Fl4.7/2X,6HH-MEAN,l6X,El4.7/2X,5HFISO 
* ,17X,El4.7/2X,6HF/FIS0,l6X,Fl4.7l 
2C36 FORMAT //36H *·* HIGHLY SUBCOOLED BOILING REGION //7X,2HT0,20X,Fl 
*4.7/?X,6HT-MEAN,16X,Fl4.7/2X,16HRO(TD) , RO-MEAN,6X,El4.7,5X,~14.7 
*/2X,16HMU(TD) , MU-MEAN,6X,El4~7,5X,El4.7/2X,10HREYN-MFAN ,12X,EJ4 
*.7/2X,5HFIS0 ,17X,El4.7/2X,6HF/FIS0,16X,El4.7l 
2C.37 FORMAT (//3PH **SLIGHTLY SURCOflLED BOILING PEGI(J\l //n,5HI\LFAW,l 
*7X,El4.7/2X,6HT-MEAN,l6X,Fl4.7/2X,9HALFA-MEAN,13X,El4.7/2X,14HRO-M 




































2C38 FORMAT (//24H **BULK RCILJNG REGION //?X,qHALCA-~EAN,13X,Fl4.7/2 
* X , l 4 HR n- ME A "J t. I Q lJ I 11 , '3 X , E l'+ • 7 I? X , l ~ HR 0- ME A N F L U I ') , <J X , F 14. 7 / 2 X , 4 '-l F I S 
*0,1BX,El4.7/2X,6HF/FIS0,l6X,El4.7) 
2c3q FORMAT (1H0,15H i'{CLATTVF F'RRrR,15X,Fl3.6) 
2040 FORMAT (1Hl,30X,26H TEST SECTION TE~PFRATURES //) 
2041 FORMAT (5X,5Fl5.l) 
2042 FORMAT (65X,F15.3) 
2043 FORMAT (1H0,37H** ;'11\X.ITER.NIJMBFfl HAS HEt=l\J REACHFD**> 
2044 FORMAT (lHO,Fl0.6,5X,F7.3,3X,4El3.5,F9.5,3(2X,F9.5)) 
























l E V EL 2 FEB 6 7 OS/360 FORTRAN H n<\TF 
















































I SN 0045 
SUBROUTINE FLOW(WX) 
SUBROUTINE FlOl-4 
COMPUTES AT fACH ITFR~TION STEP THE NFW VALUE OF FLOW RATE 
BY USING THE METHOO CF HALVING 
ICN CONVFRGFNCE INDIC~TOR 
ICN=l WHEN CCNVERGFNCE TEST IS SATISFIED 
DIMENSICN W("il ,FPq,(5) 
CO~MON/FLOWC/WMIN,WMAX,OF,EMAX,MIMI,KIND,ICN 
ICN=O 
MIMI=MI MI &l 






IF(ABS(DE).LE.EMAXIGO TO 100 




IF(MIMI.LT.6)GO TO 3 
DO 4 1=1,4 
11=1 
IF I ERR l I l /ERR ( I & 1) l 5, 4, 4 
4 CONTI NU£ 
ICN=l 
WRITE (6,llOOt 
1100 FORMAT (1Hl,2X,52H* * NC ZERO HAS BEEN FOUND BETWFEN WMIN - WMAX 
l ** ///) 
WRITE (6,1200) (W(K) ,ERR(KI ,K=l,5) 










11 l)W=-DW/2 .O 
GO TO 13 
12 DW=DW/2.0 
13 wX=v.X &.OW 
H=DE 
RETURN 





























100 WRITF {6,1000) [K 
1000 FORMAT (1H0,38H* **SOLUTION HAS BEEN OBTAINEO IN =,T5,2X,18HITE 























LEVEL 2 FEB 67 05/360 FnRTKAN H OATF A7.?31/15.3?.39 



















































COMPUTES TF...,PERATt.H.F OISTRJRIJTIGt~ ANO FQ.If:TlfJI\J MULTIPLIFR 11\J RJ')FR 
WHF N I Nfll= l 
on 11 = RISER LU'·1f'S N1J~1!fff{ 
DD(21 = CVE?All HEII.T TAANSFFR CfJEFFICIENT IKCAL/{CM**Z.SEC.nE~R.)I 
D0(3l = TOTAL SUQFACF (C~**2) 





D TM EN S I C N G 4 l , 0 ( 4 l , R 0 ( 5 l , F P. I lfl () ) 
DATA Cl,C2,C3/l.Ah34,l.5323E-l0,4.422Q44B/ 
GO TO 110,201,rNo 
10 CONTINUE 
r ND=?. 
GAM=ROG /ROS AT 
S=DD 3)/DD ll 
DEN=EOUTG-FF SAT 






FFR S=O. 0 
RS=O. 0 
RR=O.O 
DO 1 I=l,NUJMP 
E?=El-D0(2>*S*(T1-DD(4ll/WX 
I F ( E 2 • G T • E F S AT I GO TO 2 
X2=0.0 
EL=F2 




























UJ [SN 0056 
-
ISN 0057 
.. ISN 0058 
Ill ISN 0059 
u ISN 0060 ISN 0061 
ISN 0062 
ISN 0063 
o( ISN 0064 
a:: ISN 0065 
0. ISN 0066 














X2= {E?-EF SAT) /l)f N 
T2=TSAT 

















RR=RR/00( l l 
DO 30 K=l,NL\JMP 
FFRS=FFRS&FP Kl 
10 CDNTINUF 
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REAL FU~CTION VTSCOS(T) 
FUNCTION VlSCOS(TI 
COMPUTES VISCOSITY flF LIQUID WATER AS A FUNCTJnN nF Pi<ESSURF,P 
AND TEMPERATURE,T 
P IN UNITS (KG/CM**?I 
T IN UNITS (CELSIUS OEGR.) 
VISCOS IN UNITS (KG*SEC/CM**21 
COM~ON P 
DIMENSION R 4) 
DATA 8 /8.0784EE3,l.650E-6,l.369E-8,?.731AF&?/ 
AMUO=l.0/(-120.0&2.148?*((T-R.435)&SQRT(R{l)&(T-8.435)**21)l TA='3(4lH 
























LEVEL 2 FEB 67 ~S/~60 FDRTRAN H OA. TE 






I Sf\l 0007 
ISf\J oorp 
















REAL FUNCTION DENSIT(T) 
FUNCTION DENSIT(Tl 
COMPUTES DENSITY OF LIQUID WATER AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE,P 
A NO Tf M PER AT URE , T 
P IN UNITS (KG/CM**2l 
T lf\J UNITS (CELSIUS OEGR.l 
DfNSIT IN UNITS (KG/CM**3) 
Cll\~MON P 
DI MF NS I ON C ( 15) 
DATA C /3.122199E&8,l.99~B50E&5,l.3629?6F&l~,1.500705f&O 
1,-2.9411764E-1,l.139706E-4,9.949927E-5,b.537134F-1,7.2411~~~-5,7.6 





ETA U= TA U**6 
U TA u=3. 7[ &R-C ( 1) *ST A \J-C ( 2) /HAU 
\~=UT!\Uf.SQf-~T{ 1. 72*llTAU*'*?&CO }*( S IGMA-C( 4)*TAU)) 
RR n= ( 0. 41 7 * \.-J ** ( f. C ( '>) ) -C I 6} & TAU* C ( 7 ) f. ( ( C ( 8 )-T All I** 2 I * ( C I q l F.C ( l O I* ( C 




























LFVEL 2 FEB 67 
'~ S / "3 (-() F : He T P M,i H DATE 67.?11/15.30.34 













REAL FUf\CTIC;N SAT{fllJ!IIMY) 
C FUNCTION SAT 
C COMPUTES SATURATT'1N TFMPfRr\TIJRE ·nF 1-1/\TER AS A FUNCTIO'\l C Of PRFSSURE,P 
C P IN UNITS IKG/CM**21 
C SAT IN UNITS {CHSIUS OEGR.} 
C 
1 
C OMMfJN P 
DIMENSION H6l 
DATA E /?.48784l3E&00,-l.9500182E-2,l.1410815C-4,-4.12447 
ll7E-7,R.0614939f-10,-6.44995Z7F-11/,FE/175.2781/ 
SAT=H 

























LEVEL 2 FEB 67 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATF 




















ISN 0013 2 
ISN 0014 
I SN 00 15 3 
ISN 0016 
ISN 0017 4 
ISN 0018 1 
ISN 0019 
ISN 0020 
REAL FUNCTION CONO(TI 
FUNCTION COND( T) 
COMPUTES THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID WATER AS A FUNCTION 
OF PRFSSURE,P ANO TEMPERATURE,T 
P IN UNJTS (KG/CM**2} 
T· IN UNITS· (CELSIUS DEGR.l 
COND IN UNITS {KCAL/SEC*CM*CFLSIUS OFGR.I 
COM,..ON P 
DIMENSION A 5,6) 








DfJ l I= 1, 6 
IE=I-1 CAPPA=A(l,I) 
00 2 J=2,5 JE=J-1 
CAPPA=CAPPA&A(J,Il*P**JE 
CONTINUf 
GO TO {3,4,3,4,3,3),J 
COND=CONQ&CAPPA*T**TE 



























l EVEL 2 Ff:B 67 0S/160 FORTRAN H OA T F f, 7. ? ·;, ..,, / l 5. 3 (). 5 5 































REAL FU~CTION CSPITI 
C FUNCTION CSP(T) 
C COMPUTES HEAT SPFC[F[C C,\ 0 ACITY ,lF WATER AS A FU~J(TIQ\J 
C OF PRESSURE,P ANO TFMPFRJ1TIJIH:,T 
C P IN UNITS (KG/CM**Z) 
C T IN UNITS (CELSIUS OEGR.l 




DIMENSION F(30} ,C{2) 




4. 5 862 06 89F & ()'J, /J. 4 166 66 6 7 E &no, 6. 1191876 F -17, -0. ?9 ltl 1 7 6i= & ()0, - 7 • ? 4 l 1 ,, 
55E-5,0.6537154E&oo,o.76766?li=&00,6.l41296BE&00,6.0na9sqyi=&no,1.157 










SIGMJ =F F 







DWT= 1. 7 2*UTAU**2 &F ( 14) * ( S IGMA-F ( 15 l *TAU) 
DW=OUTAU&DWST/SQRT(DWT) 
CSP P=W* ( F ( 19 l *vl-F ( 20) * ( 3. 4*lJT AU-VT AU) l & F ! 1 3) *T All-0. 7 2*llT AU* VTA lJ 
C SPA=DW* ( F ( 19) *W-F ( 2 0) * I 3. 4*UT AU-VT AU l l HI* ( F { 1 9) *11~1-F (? 0) *( 3. 4*')UT 
lAU-OVTAU l 1 &F ( 13 l-0. 72* ( UTAU*DVT /\ll& VTAU*DUTAU) 
CSPN=F(23J*{Ff24)&TAU)-F(25l*(F(21+)-TAU)**8* F 24lf.9.0*TAIJlf. ~ ?4) 
l-TAUl*(-F(?3)-F(26l*(F(24)-TAU}**7*(F(24)&9.0*TAUJ&~(?7)*1F(24l-TA 2U)**8) 
CSPE=62.5& F 29)&SIGMA/3.0)*SIGMA 
CSPL=(l32.0*IF(30)&PTAUJ-22.0*(F(30)&12.0*PTAUll*{F{30l&PTAlJl**!-3 1) 



































lEVF.L ? FEB 67 OS/360 FIJPTRAN H DATE 67.23~/15.11.41 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NA~F: MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT:5Q,SOURCE,BCn,NOLIST,DfCK,LOAD,MAP.Nn~nIT,N0IG 






















C FUNCTION ENTALP(TI 
C COMPUTES ENTHALPY OF LIQUID AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE,P C AND TFMPERATURE,T 
C ENTALP IN UNITS (KCAL/KG) C 
l 
COMMON P 
DIMENSION O 25) ,Cl4l 














TTA U=D ( 1 l 




T Tl =W* ( 0 ( 14) *\~-0 ( 15) * ( 1. 't *U T AIJ-VT AU) ) & D ( 16) *TA U-0. 7 2*UT AU*V TA IJ 
TT2:0(l71&(0120)-TAU)*(D(2ll*(D(?O)&TAUl&D(22l*((1( 20)-TAUl**q)•(n 1 ( 2 0 I & 9. C-*T AU I J 





LEVEL 2 FEB 67 













., ISN 0010 ISN 0011 
- ISN 0012 .. 
Ill ISN 0013 
u ISN 0014 ISN 0015 
I SN 0016 
ISN 0017 
,( ISN 0018 
0:: ISN 0019 
a. ISN 0020 
U) ISN 0021 
ISN 0022 
ISI\J 0023 
0:: ISN 0024 ISN 0025 
u ISN 0026 ISN 0027 
u ISN 0028 ISN 0029 
ISN 0030 
~ ISN 0031 ISN 0032 
0 ISN 0033 
.... ISN 0034 
,( ISN 0035 
0:: ISN 0036 
:::, ISN 0037 





OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.?.33/15.3?..15 
OPTIONS - NA~E= MAJ N, OPT=Q?, t JNECNT =50, SOURCE, BCD, \IOL IS T, DECK, UlAO, MAP ,NOF.D l T, f\10 IO 
SUBROUTINE COTES(XA,XB,HS,TCTl 
SUBROUTINE COTES 









A=i .O*HS TEP/ 8. 0 
DEL TA=HSTEP 
FY=ClJMP ( Xl 
DO 1 J = 1, N3 
SUM=FY 
DO 2 K= l ,3 
X=X&DEL TA 
FY=COMP(X) 
GO TO 4,4,3l,K 
3 SUM=SUM&FY 







5 HSTEP=ABS XR-X)/2.0 
A=HSTEP/3.0 
DEL TA=H STEP 
SUM=FY 
DO 7 I= 1,2 
X=X&DEL TA 
FY=COMP X) 
GO TO ( 9, R l , I 
8 SUM=SUM &F Y 



























lEVfL 2 FFB 67 OS/1~0 FORTRAN H n~rc ~7.?13/1~.~n.n~ 














REAL FUNCTION COMP(?) 
FUNCTION cnMPIZ) 
COMPUTES LOCAL VALUE OF THE TWO-PHASE MULTTPLf~D 
































LfVfl 2 HB f7 fJS/'360 F'WTRAq H 0 1\TE ~7.7s1/l5.?0.57 
COMPILER OPTIONS - N.J\'if'= '~IIPl,11PT=02,l l\!FC'\lT=50,SiJUPCf:,PC1, Ji-il 1Sl,OECK,L01'>.'l,M!1P,"''lfi1fT,"JOIO 
IS"l 0002 
ISN 0003 




I SN CC08 






REAL FU~CTICN nP(RDJUT) 
F UN C T l D !'I O P 
CCFI.P\JT[S THE ACCf:LFRATICN DRESSUF.F OR['P i\RfJlJ!\I[) THfC LOOP 
AC(JJRO If\J{; Tf1 E Ql! A TI O"l (l 3} 
C0 1,HJ.O~J P,G,RfJ1UGT ,CR,ACf.G,'JPPlJ'"1P,OELTA,RC 
COM~ON/DAT?/D FXC~,~R 
DI MF.NSION G (4i ,f1C1( '5) ,:1(4 l 
f: Q lJ IV ALE' NC E ( D ( l l , T S D } , ( 0 ! ? I , CL r; l , ( 8 ( ·:, I , C: X f:) , ( fl ( 1 ... ) , R If)) 
OP= t.O/ROflUT-1.0/Rll(?l )*( I .'1-l .O/EXCN**?>!<(TSD/fX•1) **1+&! r:xc~i~"l<2-1. 









































nS/360 FORTRAN H OATF 67.~34/11.~7.~R 
OPTIONS - NAME= MAl"J,OPT=02,L[Nf:CNT=50,SOUPCf,PCD,'JOLIST,1fCK,LJ1 A.n,it"P,Nnl:1TT,N(lJ') 
SUBROUTINE PUMP(W,C,DPPU~PI 
SUBROUTINE PUMP(W,C,DPPUMP) 
COMPUTES THE HFAO a~ PUMP,OPPUMP AS A FUNCTinN nF 
FLOW RATE,\./ 
W IN UNITS (KG/SEC) 
DPPUMP IN UNITS (KG/C'-1**2) 
DIMENSION Cl6l 
DPPU/.1P=f (6} *\.J 
























LEVEL 2 FEB 67 OS/160 FORTRAN H DATf 67.?13/15.~l.10 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= ~AIN,OPT=O?,LI~ECNT=SO,SOURCE,BCD,NDLIST,DECK,LOAO,MAP,NOEDTT,f\J~IO 















REAL FU~CTION ACCA(RE,RMU,BCP,BK,RDl 
FUNCTION ACCA COMPUTES HFAT TPANSFFR (fJEFFICIF'NT BFTWFEN THE \.!ALL MJD THF Ll')l!Jfl 
AS A FUNCTiflf\J OF R.EYNr!LlS /\llJ~lf.\[H(r;.EYNl,VISCOSITY(l\"1Ul, 1-P:AT 
SPECIFIC CAPACITY(CPl,CCNTUCTIVITY(CKl,DIAMETE~(TSDJ 
P IN UNITS (KG/CM**2) 
T IN UNITS (CELSIUS DFGA.l 





























LEVEL 2 FEB 67 fJS/360 FORTRAN H flA TE 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINFCNT=50,SOURCE,BCO,NQLIST,OFC~,LnAD,MAP,NOFDIT,N01n 


















COMPUTES SINGLE PHASE LOCAL PRESSURF DROP AT THf EXIT 




GO TO 11,1,1,1,2),I 
DPL =BR*G( I} **2/ ( 2. IJ*ACCG*RO( I I) 




e,. 7 .., 1 -, / 1 C. ~ ,; -, ~, 
























LEVEL 2 FEB 67 rs/"'.\6(; rn°TRMJ H DATE 67.?33/15.31.~1 













s u R ·u1 u r r ~n= rFu, r ( r x: , z L , P , R o , c , 0 ,) P , i: r<; 1 
SL;f'l~OUTT~E rrnqp 































LEVEL ? FF.? 67 OS/360 F8RTRAN H OATE ~7.23~/15.31.53 













REAL FU!\CTIC'1\J t1Pl.,HX,ALFA,GAMt-1A,ROT) 
F IJNC TT ON I) P LU 
Cf1'1PUTFS FXIT IJ1CAL pqESSURF DPOP ACCORnING TO fQUATif1N<1ll 
DIMENSICN G(4) ,R0(5) ,f)(4) 
COMl-10~ P,i';,P.CUGTS,CR ,Accr;,l)PPUMP,OEl TA, RO 
CO~MON/UAT?/0,FXC~,BR 
EQ \l I VAL F NCE (f) ( 1 I , T S D) , ( f) ( 2 l , Cl O) , ( 0 ( 3 ) , EX f1) , ( D ( 4), R Fl l 

























LEVEL 2 FEB 67 nS/3~0 FORTRAN H DATE 67.233/15.32.n4 
























SURROUT INF. DPH 
COMPUTFS THE ELEVATIO~ HEAD APOUNl THF LnOP 
ACCORDING TO FQIJATiflN(6) 
co~~ON P,G,ROUGTS,CR,ACCG,OPPU~P,DELTA,RO 
COMMON /DAT3/XL,ZLB,ZD,R0SR,RnLP. 




If(Z2.FQ.O.OI GO TO 1 
DP2=DP2& FIT&Z2)*ROMB 
FIT=O.O 









F-LEVFL LINKAGE FOTTOR OPTI1NS SPECIFIED--MAP 
IE\.-10000 p l)!\' NOW ADnEO TO DATA ~FT 
MOOUI r:: MAP 
CONTROL srcr IDM FNTRY 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATJ(lN NAME LOCAT rm, NII.ME LnCATION 
ll-CFRXPR* oc D4 
FRXPR= 00 
IHCFOXPD* DE DO 
FDXPD= D8 
I 1-'CSl:XP * lA E llE ., EXP 1A8 
- IFCSSQRT* 2C E AC .. SQRT 2C8 Ill IHCSLOG * 3 78 lOC u ALOGlO 378 ALOG 394 
IHCFRXP I* 488 94 
FRXPI= 488 
< IHCSSCN * 52C 104 
0:: cos 520 SIN 51C 
D. I HCUOPT * 628 8 
II) IHCTRCH * 63C 258 
IHCLLOG * 888 178 
-.J DLOGlO 888 DL:lG P.A4 +'>-
ir IHCLEXP * AOO 1cc Of XP AOO 
0 IHCUATBL* ~DO 638 MAIN= 1208 44DC 
0 MAIN 12M VJSCOS= 56E8 1E4 
VISCOS 5 71() 
DENS IT= 5800 320 J DENS IT 5988 
0 SAT= 5Bf0 f8A 
.. SAT 5C28 
< COND= 5080 2C't 
0:: CONO s no 
::, CSP= 6048 6EC CSP 6 1 EO Ill ENT ALP= 6738 48A 
HJTALP 6870 
FLOW= 6BC 8 3(4 
F L D\./ lifCO 
TRI ST= 6F90 6FC 
TR Vil 71(8 
COTES= 769C ~86 
C:JTl=S 1700 
COMP= ?Al 8 12F 
C'lMP 7 A10 
PUMP= 7848 [) ;, 














u IHC F IOSH• A798 
$BLANKCOM 8490 
DATl B4DC 
,c DAT2 B4EC 
a: DAT3 B4FB 
a. PLOWC B518 
1ft TRISTE B538 
ENTRY ADORE SS 









































7 ( c;.-1 
7 i:: l 0 
7 f(:q 




Q 7 An 
C) f"lJA 
A7q,i 















































I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1516 
,\-
* 
,1' E srr 
? ,. 1, l?lriln 
I~ 0 • 111 
1, 00 .o 
i. lo 
ll'l. lo,11 inl'.:1 
1-1 • l~I&; 
0 • l::13 
1.4 
.o 
210 • 0 
~--





1718 1920 21 22 232• 25 26 27 28 
CA SE l'F ~ R ILU 
1-t lo 
,,., . ,,, 1111,: 
~g l..i Id. • o 
s.o 
o. Oo 005 
lri . olq 
? • 1-
a.o 
1-t -. ., 
- :3 
so ,0 
1. 5 O • lr. 
DAT A ( Zones de 6 colonnes ) 
DATE a I 2.2 / i 9 6 i I PAGE i OF LUPO 
29'3( 31 32 13:! 34 35 36b7 38 39 40 41 4249 4445 4647 48 49 50 51 5253 !~ 55 5657 5859 60 61 6263 6465 lc1< 67 68169 70 71 lr.i 73t 75 76 77 78 79 S) 
I 
'P~ i11.1 A lr V RA L C \ RC VL Al'T \ c\: N ( IR ITlu ?2 . 1. ,1, "11) c- Oi 
,n lr, c- 02 
lt".l. ll'l ! C- 03 
I~ l~I? , I,::; I i~ • 0 IA lnl..i I? .10 c- 10 14 I 
~ . 0 I le:; .o c- 05 
i. I,; l..f • 51~ lt:9 c- 06 
.. 
I~ 1-:i 3.14 o. 00 o ol'3 28 1, .{ It: 5 jg ,5 c- J23. 
o.o 2.3 0 • ,6 ,j ,1, ~ 





20 00 O • ID 30 • k) C- ii{ 
lr: • l.f iR 0 I Cl • 200 C- 1-t 2. 
lt'l , l-i 90 o. 22 0 C- i2 

































* * * L U P n * * * 
•*TEST CASE F~P LIJ 0 1 , NATURAL CIRCULATION ('3TH,??,l967) 
TYPE OF P,'<Cel FM STEA'.)Y STAT!= r-LC1W RATF Al\10 PRFSSUR.I: f1RfJPS CALCULATIP\J 






ANGLE = l.57C80 













INLET TE~PERATURE 80.0000C 
~IN. FLOW 0.18000 
(CELSIUS DEGR.) 
IKG/SFC) 
MAX. FLOW 0.20000 ( KG/SEC I 
TfST SECTION ROUGNESS COEF. 
LCOP PIP!=S RO~GNESS COEF. 
0.000200 
0.000'150 
LOCAL PRESSURE LCSS COEFF. 
K-TfST SECT. ENTRANCE 









K-TEST SECT. EXIT 
BK-TEST SECT. EXIT 
SLIP RATIO 
EPSILON 









STEAM DENS ITV 
CELTATCL 
OELTATRIS 




*** CONSTANT QUANTITIES VALUES 
TSAT 
INLET ENTHALPY 





8.1117130F O 1 
1. 5721601= 01 
4.'56074ltF-02 
8. 3 73 9 RR I= 04 
3.402028!_= 01 
(CM} 
( KCAL/KG) (KG/C'-1**3) (CELSIUS DFGR.) 





















FLO;. KATF EXIT HMP. f)[l TAPtA(lT 
0.200000 218.587 O. l42'+9F 00 
0.195000 221.965 0.147?9F 00 
0.190000 225.510 o. 15242f: 00 
0.185000 229.221 0.157A8E 00 
(J.18()000 233.117 o. 163751: 00 
0.192500 221.717 o. l4981E 00 
0.193750 222.836 o. 148541: 00 
**SOLUTION HAS Rf:EN 09T4INED lN = 
f1EL TAPRES DFL TAPFTS 
0.15484!: 00 O.llO?lF 00 
o. 14881E 00 O.l0605E 00 
0 .14324E 00 0.102'\0E 00 
.Q. l3846E 00 0.99294E-Ol 
o. 13392E 00 0.96482E-Ol 
o. l4603F 00 0.10418E oo 
o. J4737E no O.l0507F 00 
A ITERATIONS * * * 
nFLTAPFXIT F/Frs,-SR F/FISD-HS F/FISn-ss F/FISO-~R 




O. 2?0 77E-Ol o. 799l3 
0.?.48f>8E-0l 0.81011 




























* * * fNTFRMEDiftTE RESULTS FCP FLOW RATE = O.JQ4175 (~~/S!=Cl 
T G r !=YI\! nsn 
COL n LEG 
EXU-lA~'GER 
RISER 
R.4000COOE 01 9.R994!63E-03 l.458075nF 04 2.Bl22000F-02 
1.5265356E J2 l.031.l902E-02 I.l443?71F 04 2.a99062qF-O? 
2.2130722[ 02 S.8994263E-03 4.12~4?73F 04 2.1632l27E-02 
**ALL LICUID KtGION 
TSCl3 
RDITSU\l , PO-~EAf\1 
MU(TSC~) , MU-MEAN 
CP(TSCB) , CP-MEAN 


































RO(TO) , RO-MEAN 


















RFSULTS OF CALCULATION FOR FLOW RATE 
* * TEMPERATURFS 
INLET WALL TEMP. 
TE.MP. AT ZLB 
TEMP. AT ZD 
OUTl ET TEMP. 
**LENGTHS tCMl 




O. n 2400E 03 
All L}QUIO FLOW REGION 0.1%500E 03 
0.135000E 02 
o.o 
HIGHLY SUBCOOLED BOILING REGION 
SLIGHTLY SUBCOOLED BOILING REGION 
BULK BOILING REGION o.o 
U **QUALITY ANO VOID FRACTION 
EXIT QUALITY 
VOID FRACTION AT ZBB < 
0:: 
0.. 



















ALL LIQUID ~EGION 
HIGHLY SUBCOOLED REGION 
SLIGHTLY SUBCnOLED REGION 
BULK BOILING REGION 







TOTAL LOCAL PRESSURF DROP 
ACCELERATION 
FLUID PRESSURf RISE 
ELEVATION HEAD 
TGTAL PRESSURF DROP 
TOTAL ELEVATION HEAO 
























TFST SECTION TF~PERATURES 
A0.0?4 109.15( 131:1.32<) 167.175 195.'5 05 
80.535 1 09. 889 1.19.055 167.891 196.205 
81.270 11 o. 621 139 .• 781 168.606 196.904 
82.005 111.353 l.Mr. 506 169. 321 1q7.603 
82.741 112.085 141. 2~ 1 rrn:n§ I 98. 301 83.476 112. 816 141.9 6 198.999 
84.7-11 113. 548 142.681 l 71. 463 199.696 
84.946 114.279 143.406 172.176 200.393 
8'5.681 115.010 144.130 172.890 2.01.089 
86.416 115.742 144.854 173.602 201.78'5 
87.150 116.'t73 145.578 174'.315 202.48( 
87.885 117.203 146.302 175. 0?7 203.1 75 
U) 88.620 117.934 147.02" 175. B~ 
203.869 
89.3'34 118.665 147.748 176. 45() 204.563 
- 90.039 119.395 148.471 177.161 205.256 .. 90. 112, 120.125 149. 194 177.871 205.948 
Ill 91.'558 l?O.fl55 149.91A 178.582 206.f>41 u 92.2<J2 l ?l. 585 150.639 179.291 ?.07.33? 
93.0Zf:, 122.31" 151.361 180.001 208.023 
93.161 123.045 152.0'\2 rno. no 208.714 
,( 94.495 1?3.774 l"i2 .B04 lfH.419 209.403 
0:: 95.229 12 4 •. 'i04 l53.'i25 182.127 210.093 
D. 95.<Jf,3 l?':i.2:n 154.24h 182.835 210.782 
II) 96. 6C,f:, 125.962 15 4. 96 7 lR3.542 211.470 
97.430 126.691 155.687 184. 250 212.157 
98.164 127.420 156.407 lR4. 956 212.844 OJ 
0:: ~8.897 128.148 157.127 1 ~5. 66? 213.531 H 99.631 128.877 l'i7.R47 186. 368 214.217 
u 100.364 12q.605 158."i6f, 187.074 214.902 101.0<)8 130.333 159.;:>R<; 187.779 21.5.587 
u 101.831 131.061 v,o.oni+ lS'lfl.484 216.271 102.564 l.31.788 160.7?2 lS'l9. 188· 216.954 
103. 297 132.516 161.441 189.891 217.637 
~ 104.030 131.243 
lf.2. 158 190. "i95 218.319 
104.763 133.970 l62.P76 191.298 219.001 
0 105.495 134.698 l61."i93 192.000 219.682 
I- 106.228 135.424 164.310 192.702 220.362 
,( 106.961 136.151 lA"i.027 193.404 ?21.042 
a: 107.693 136.877 lf5. 74-:>.. 194.105 221.721 




















* * * L U P n * * * 
* * TEST CASE FnR LlJP'l , hJATURAL C JR(UL AT ION ('1TH,22,l()f171 
TYPE OF PRCGLE/'I STEADY STATF FLnw RATF A'\Jn PRESSURE '"lR!JPS (ALCULJ\T Tn'J 






AI\JGL E = 1. '57CPO 














1 ?O. 00000 
l <iO. 00000 (). 19()0() 
{Kr,/C"l**Zl ( K i,l) 
~AX. FLOW '). ?2000 
(CELSIUS nEGR.) (KG/SF.Cl (K(;/SF.CJ 
TEST SEC T10N POUl;~Jf:SS C!lfF. 
LCOP PIP[S POUGNESS CnFF. 0.000200 n. n0no51 
LrCAL PRFSSUPE LCSS COFFF. 
K-TFST SECT. ENTRANCE 
K-Cf'L O L l=G 
o. 3 3000 





K-P I SER 
K-TFST SFCT. EXIT 
FlK-TEST SECT. EXIT 
SL r P r urn 
EP SI LflN 









S TE 1\ :~ DE N S r T Y 
CFL T /\ TCl 
CFL TATRTS 
S/\TIJl~ATED \~ATER ENTHALPY 
SHA,'1 FNTHALPY 
., at,. 09985 
i>5°.'>0000 
*** CCI\JSTA~T QUANTITIFS VALUFS 
TSAT 








8. 3 71 q 8 R E 04 
3.40?0?RF 01 
IC"ll 




( KCAL/KG l 
(X) 
[\) 







Ill O. 206P7'i 

















E X I T T F 1.1 o • PFL TAP'·1JT 
261:.81(, o. l6833f:' ()() 
26q.075 0.lill13Rr: 00 
271.50'1 n.3371,F f) () 
271.i.142 n.47312[ 00 
274. 289 O.'i7">llF 0 () 
nc. 3H4 0.245?81= on 
21c.ru7 o.n:116r: 00 
?7C.665 0. ?f,')C. Pf= 00 
2 7C. 4 'J e o.2s12sF 00 
270. 'i12 n.2631':iF 0 !l 
HAS AE~N ORTAJMEO T'J = 
rir..1_ T .~pR,r:5 :) F L T .A P F T S 
O.?f,04:::>F 00 O.l'l915f: n') 
0.?63:'\3F no n.l8q46F on 
0.?66'~7[ no O. l 0050F ()0 
n.n;:,J.9E ()() n.l<J347F ()() 
0.1R629F () ('\ 0.1'J636F 00 
:) • ?.">3 tt<JF () 0 0. 1 n ·rn 1 r- 00 
'). 2A5 BF no 0.1'10201: '.)0 
o.?6430E no n.J8QJqF on 
·). ?6 5 3 -~F' iJ 0 0. 1 [1Q'l() r. (11) 
n.264qlF 00 0.1pq<;or- (\() 
l I ITf:;;>ATin~is * * * 
nrLTAPFXIT F/FTS'1-SR r:/r:Jsr:J-'iS F/S::JSrJ-SS F/FISn-pn 
0.37144F:-0l O.Rl-354 1.47856 ? • 1 1 0 ()3 o.o 
n. 37't3flF->11 '1. A',qf,<, l.4R6q7 2.??74° (). 0 
0.,.71i49F-Ol O.P.S513 1.49'+14 2.343A;:> o.o 
o.31111r--01 0.PS(V+2 l.50160 ?.47617 (). () 
0. 4 J V+ 7 F-,)l 0.94S't9 l."il193 ?.52145 2.57181) 
n. 37.39RF-Ol O.R574:J l.4Rg1,z 2.2757'5 (). 0 
0 • 37 5 ? u=- 0 1 O.'~'i618 l. 1+Q359 2. 31 ?79 o.o 
n. 374'':,6F-Ol '1.R56q0 1. 4 907 1-t ;,.;:,9;,4;:, I). 0 
n. 37'>><11F-0J ,).857()3 l.l.9)05 2.?9250 o. (') 










***INTERMEDIATE RESULTS fCQ FLOW R~TF = 0.207929 (KG/SEC} 




l.5400000E 02 l.0589760F-02 2.9662348E 04 2.3441497E-02 
2.l414453E 02 l.103099lE-02 l.77410~1F 04 ?.67I2004F-0? 
2.7428906E 02 l.0589760E-02 5.5806102E 04 2.3663830F-02 
**ALL LIQUID REGION 
TSCB 
RO(TSCB) , RO-MEAN 
MU IT SCB) , MU-MEAN 
CPITSCB) , CP-MEAN 

















































F/F I SO 














RF SULT S OF CA L C t J L ~ T T C !\! F n R F L ,l ~! R /\ T F 
* * TE~PER~TURES 
INL fl WALL TEMP. 
TE~P. AT lLB 
TrnP. AT IC 
OUTlFT T!':MP. 
* * LF"lGTHS {CM) 
ICELSTIJS nF:Gq.) 
C.?3604'11= 03 
0.?t 780lf OJ 
o.:U,1''21E 03 
C. 27C''1911E 03 
All LJCUIO FLOW RFGtc~ '1.11350() 1)3 
o. 710000 ()? 
o.zssooo ,)2 
o.o 
HIGHLY SUB(rOLEO BOILI~G Pl=~JON 
SLIGHTLY SUBCODLEC BCIL I\S RFGION 
BULK BOILING REGION 
0. 2 87'? ;:,q ( KG/Sf( l 






VOID FRACTION AT ZRR 




















ALL LIQUID RFGlnN 
hlGHLY SUBCOOLED REGION 
SLIGHTLY SUBCOOLED REGI~N 
BULK BOILING RFGJON 







TOTAL LOCAL PRESSURE DR. 1JP 
ACCELERATION 
FLUID PRESSURE RISE 
EL EVA T 10 N HE A 0 
TOTAL PRESSURE DROP 
TOTAL ELEVATION rEAC 
RELATIVE ERROR 
0.5599~6 -03 
o. 597838 -rn 
o. 389ft00 -03 
0.618509 -01 
o. 770654 -01 




(). l 6 % 7<Ji:- 03 
0. () 
0.186994 -03 




o. 2663 90f: 00 
n.265153f oo 
0.?66390E 00 
-o. 4646 381=-()2 
OJ 
\JI 
TEST SECTION TEMPERATURES 
150.110 116.696 202.994 228.564 2'53.1'51 150.558 177.361 203.643 229.192 2 53. 750 151.233 178.025 204. 29 2 229.819 254.349 151.908 178.689 204.940 230.446 2'54.947 152.5€3 179.352 205.587 231.072 255.54't 153.257 180.016 206.235 ?31.697 ?56.140 153.931 180.678 206.881 232. 322 2 56. P,F, 154.605 181.341 207.528 232. 946 257.130 155.278 182.003 208.174 233.569 251.q24 155.952 182.665 208.819 234.192 258.517 156.625 183.327 209.464 234.814 259.109 157.298 183.988 210.108 235.436 2'>9.700 157.970 184.649 210. 752 236.057 260. 2<n ID 158.643 185.309 211. 395 236.677 260.8RO - 159.315 185.969 212.038 237.296 261.469 I- 159.987 186.6?9 212.681 237.915 261.942 Ill 160.6'59 187.288 213.323 238. 533 262.301 u 161.330 187. 94 7 213.964 239.151 262.660 162.001 188.606 214.605 239.767 263.01<1 162.672 18 9. 264 215.245 240.383 ?63.378 .,c 163.343 189.922 215.885 240.999 263.738 0: 164.013 190.579 216.524 241.613 264.098 D. 164.683 191.236 217.163 24?.. 2?.7 264.458 Ill 165.353 191.893 217. 801 242.840 264.817 166.023 19?.549 :?18.439 143. 453 265.178 166.692 193.205 219.076 244.065 265.538 0: 167.361 193.861 219.712 244.676 2£-5.898 168.030 194.516 220.348 245.286 266.259 :.:o 0 168.6<;8 l 9 5. l 71 220.984 245. 896 ?66.620 0, 169.366 19'5.825 221.619 246. 505 266.981 0 170.034 196.479 2?2.253 247.113 267.342 1 70. 7C2 197.132 222.887 247.720 267.703 171.369 197.785 223.520 248. 327 ?68.064 172.036 198.438 224.152 248.932 268.4:?6 ~ 172.7C3 199.090 224.785 249. 537 26·'3.788 0 173.369 199.742 225.416 250. 142 269.149 I- 174.035 200.393 2?6.047 250. 745 2f:>9.<;1 l 
.,c 174.7Cl 201.044 226 .6 77 251.348 269.873 0:: 175. 366 201.694 227. 307 251. 950 270.236 
::, 176.031 202.344 227.936 252. 551 270.'>98 
II.I 
EURATOM- CETIS 
1J 1 _1 .I rT
1
11 ~- -1 111-~ 1JIB· 1 1 I .1: 1 1 1 rrn 
,t 12 I 3 I 41 SI E.1711 ! ~ ,1 ,11 lil r 1411~ 161-171-iT ;2~ 2i j2M,1?4 ?~ ?t ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~'lIY:,; >b ~?3 3Siiol41i-i2fH~r~- 4714Sk,·i;o 511',2 ,y+' \'&f71"> ·~~ .~~Gl~**-41\,~~f,7~sjl,s/70'7-1jnj1~14j7str&tr*•trs~o 
' ~ I I [ l '1' r n e I I I ' II I I '-l'-+-+-+·-+-1 +-+-+-+--+-+--~~~ 
r · : ~ 1 1 I i 
2 IMAX NEXC iNZl:'IA IN~~L. IPUNT lD'T' KKi~--~ --~ ~ i .L__l__l -02 ~ l ? EM A )( D p p u M Pl ~: ' ! I I ; I 









'T'S:D c,LJ) ·,, EXD , RID i. 1 1··rT c-.)5 
, , !R o J ~ 'T' s Rh· 'J ~ L.I s L. r P R I ti> E L rr A ~- I I c - o \:> 
IEIP~r , ~~ I I R ... 11.N'tA. I, ~ai,c;. eq,J.rFIS 
.J..::'"_., • 
.FIKIIIN I BIKIRI! 1BI r<!~I i) i'r 
!xiTl(lt.. 
i \clc.l tli\) i I I I I clc I :\--t-L1 ~l~I (Is!)! I 
! 
I tD!Dl(l1I) i;:t:DI .l<+I :i ~"' 






I I/ cl;,• l,l,r.tn Jf ,;J ,,~ • o ,,e "·. , b , I , A • lo I~ ~I I,, ula; T l~l,ITI li,l,d L. IJI. l,,U, IE lb • , , , , , 
.l_+~AIJ~~IS.Jg.E~ T f'E C- l.2 AS MAt~'( P 1Ri-1iBi-1Er{~ _J~~~BEJ,IJ-1,. 
l-' 4 - I ! I J -f- . l I I I I I I I I I I I 
I Ii I 11111111111 
-, I I 
, I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
~ I ! I 
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ffi! 111 ! 1 lL1_ 1 Ull~lJJJJll ! I l 1 !JI 
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--.1 




1 - 72 
1 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 - 15 
16 - 20 
21 - 25 
26 - 30 
31 - 35 
1 - 12 













El 2. O 
El 2. 0 












Columns 2-72 are printed as a title. 
1 in Col. 1 causes an initial 
page skip. 
Maximum number of iterations 
tQ be performed by using 
the method of halving. 
Number of exchanger's pipes 
in parallel. 
Number of test section lumps. 
Indioator for the riser temperature 
calculation. When INDL = 1 the 
main calls subroutine TRIST which 
computes the riser temperature by 
balances of enthalpy; when INDL = 0 
the mean riser temperature is 
computed by subtracting an empirical 
value XTRIS to the outlet temperature. 
Indicator for the results print. When 
!PRINT = 0 the code prints all 
results only of last iteration. When 
!PRINT = 1 the code prints all 
results in the output for each 
iteration. 
Indicator for the calculation of l:l. T 
sat For IDT = 0 the code uses the re-
lation (25). For IDT = 1 it choices 
the Jens and Lottes formula. 
Indicator for the calculation of 
(f/f. ) in the highly subcooled 
regrng. For KKK = 0 (f/f. ) is 
computed in ac;cordance -l,~ft; Mendler 
theory; for KKK = 1 (f/f. ) is 
computed by the Lottes ~s°.Flinn 
relation for the two-phase fluid. 
Pressure of the system. 
Maximum relative error, 
( l:l.pmot - l:l.pres)/ l:l.pres· 
Head of pump, if the circulation 
is forced. If DPPUM]> is negat'if, the 
head is calculated by a pol:inanial wb:>se 
coefficients are in card 10, which 






1 - 12 
13 - 24 
25 - 36 
37 - 48 
49 - 60 
1 - 12 
13 - 24 
25 - 36 
37 - 48 
1 - 12 
13 - 24 
25 - 36 
37 - 48 
1 - 12 
13 - 24 
25 - 36 
37 - 48 
49 - 60 
61 - 72 
1 - 12 
13 - 24 
27 - 36 
37 - 48 
49 - 60 
61 - 72 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. O 
El 2. 0 
El 2. O 
El 2. O 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. O 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 

















Test section length. 
Cold leg length. 
Exchanger length. 
Riser length. 
Fitting between test section and 
riser length. 
Test section in. diameter. 
Cold leg in.diameter. 
Exchanger in.diameter. 
Riser in.diameter. 
Test section roughness coefficient. 
Loop roughness coefficient. 
Slip ratio. 
Angle of loop with respect to 
horizontal. 
Bowring's model parameter for 
the local quality (see Ref. 2) 
Bowring 1 s model parameter for 
a calculation. See pag.11and fig. 7 
w 
where RD is plotted versus pressure. 
RLANDA Evaporation heat. 
RPG Steam density. 
EPUTFS Saturated water enthalpy. 







Loss coefficient at the test section 
inlet. 
Loss coefficient of the cold leg. 
Loss coefficient of the exchanger. 
Loss coefficient of the riser. 
Loss coefficient at the exit of test 
section. 
Two phase loss multiplier at the 
exit of test section, because the 
continuity of two regions, at the 
boundary between single phase and 
two phase regions. It is calculated 
when it is given zero in input. 
9 1 - 12 
13 - 24 
10 1 - 72 
11 1 - 12 
13 - 24 
25 - 36 
37 - 48 
12 1 - 12 
13 - 24 
25 - 36 
37 - 48 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
I = 1, 6 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 
El 2. O 
El 2. 0 
El 2. 0 













Empirical value, which must be 
added to inlet temperature for the 
calculation of the cold leg mean 
temperature. 
Empirical value, which must be 
subtracted to outlet temperature 
for the calculation of the riser 
mean temperature, when INDL = O. 
Coefficients of a polynomial, which 
represents analytically the charac-
teristic of the pump in forced 
circulation. The card exisU if 
DPPUMP is negative in input. 
Number of riser axial meshes. 
Over-all heat transfer coefficient of 
the riser. 
Heat transfer surface of the riser. 
Air temperature. 
Thermal power supplied to the system. 
Inlet temperature. 
Minimum value of flow rate interval, 
in which the solution exists certainly. 
Maximum value of the flow rate in-
terval in which the solution exists 
certainly. 
If there are many values of power and inlet temperature, the card 12 
will be followed by as many cards with new values of power or of inlet 
temperature, or of both. It could be opportune sometimes, for large variations 
of these values, to change the flow rate interval. 
5. 3. 3 Operating Informations 
LUPO Code runs on IBM 3 60/ 65 computer under O. S. control or on 
IBM 7090 computer under IBSYS control. 
The running time for a typical problem is about: 
20 seconds 
10 seconds 
on IBM 7090 
on IBM 360/65 
The LUPO Fortran deck is available at the CETIS EURA TOM PROGRAM 
LIBRARY. 








































































Loss coefficient of the cold leg 
II of II exchanger 
II at test section inlet 
II II outlet 
II of the riser 
Two phase loss coefficient at test section 
outlet 
Cold leg inside diameter 
II II lenght 
Number of riser lumps. 
Over-all heat transfer coefficient of the 
riser 
Heat transfer surface of the riser 
Air temperature 
Angle of loop with respect to horizontal 
Head of pump 
Maximum relative error 
Saturated water enthalpy 
Saturated steam II 
Bowring 1s model parameter for the local 
quality 
Exchanger inside diameter 
Exchanger length 
Test section fitting length 
Maximum number of iterations 
Indicator for the bT t calculation 
sa 
11 for the riser temperature 
calculation 
Indicator for the results print 
for the calculation of {f/£1 ) so II 
in the highly subcooled region 
Test section lumps number 






















































Boviring 1s model parameter for ex 
calculation w 




Loop roughness coefficient 
Test section roughness coefficient 
Slip ratio 
Inlet temperature of test section 
Test section lumps number 
Maximum value of the flow rate 
Minimum value of the flow rate 








I::. ploc, tot 
l::.pres 
l::.pmot 
Number of the boundary lump 
Void fraction at the end of the "slight: 
subcooled region" 
Void fraction at the exit 
Gravity acceleration 
Dynamic viscosity 




Length of test section lumps 
Spatial acceleration pressure drop 
Friction pressure drop in the loop 
Local pressure drop 
Total local pressure drop 








FFISLB (f/f. )LB lSO 
FISOLB (fiso)LB 
FFISSR (f/fiso) sr 








HX A. sr 
PDROPl A P1 










ROMB p 2,v 








Pressure drop multiplier in local boiling 
region 
Isothermal multiplier in local boiling region 
Pressure drop multiplier in the "all liquid 
region" 
Isothermal multiplier in the "all liquid region" 
II II in loop 1 s components 
Mass velccity 
Indicator for the cycle restart 
Indicator for (f/f. ) relation 
lSO 
11 for a new flow rate 
Pump indicator 
Heat transfer coefficient in the all liquid region 
Pressure drop in the "slightly subcooled" 
region 
Pressure drop in the "bulk boiling" region 
Friction pressure drop 
Thermal power 
Reynolds number 
Two phase multiplier in subcooled boiling 
II II II in bulk boiling 
Density 
Average density in the highly subcooled 
region 
Average density in the slightly subcooled 
region 
Average density in the bulk boiling region 
Average density in the bulk boilong region 
computed by volumetric quality 
Average density in the slightly subcooled 
region computed by volumetric quality 
















































Average density in the all liquid region 
Saturate water density 
Temperature 
Saturation temperature 
Temperature at which slightly subcooled 
boiling starts 
Wall temperature 
Wall inlet temperature 
tsat + Msat 






Term of the two phase multiplier in the 
slightly subcooled boiling 
Loop components length 
All liquid region length 
Highly subcooled region length 
Slightly subcooled region length 
Test section length up to the end of highly 
subcooled region 
Test section length up to the end of all 
liquid region 
5. 5 Possible Future Developments of the Program 
Possible developments may consist in the usage of some relations expressing 
the variability, versus input data, of some quantities, assumed constant in 
the code. Among these slip ratio and parameter e are important. The slip 
is variable versus the void fraction and the pressure; e varies versus the 
subcooling. 
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Moreover some equations can be substituted by other equations, if the last 
ores v.ere i.n best accordance with experimental results. 
Another future development may be the extension of the calculation until 
to regions near critical point; in that case the program must use other 




























Specific heat capacity 
Diameter 
Isothermal pressure drop 
multiplier 







Length of loop 1s components 
















[L/-& 2 ], (cm/ sec 2 ) 
[M/ B-. L 2], (Kg / sec. cm 2) 
m 
[H/M], (Kcal/Kg ) 
m 
I 
[M/ B-. T. L], (Kcal/ 
0 
cm. sec. C) 
[L], (cm) 
I 
[F/L2 ], (Kg /cm 2) p 
[H/ B- ], (Kcal/ sec) 







































Bowring 1s model parameters 











At the end of "slightly subcooled" 
Cold leg 
At the end of "highly subcooled 11 
Elevation 





Test section inlet 











[F / L 2 ] , (Kg / cm 2) p 
I 
I 
2 [H/L • -& • T], (Kc~l{ 
cm • C. sec) 
[M/L-&], (Kg /cm.sec) 
3 m 3 
[M/L ] , (Kg /cm ) 
2 m 2 
[M/ "1. L ], (Kcal/ sec. cm ) 
At the beginning of "highly subcooled" 





ts Test section 
T.P.F. Two phase flow 
V Volumetric 
w Wall 
0 Highly subcooled region 
X U nkwown value 
1 Slightly subcooled region 
2 Bulk boiling region 
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Appendix 1 
The Lattes-Flinn Model 
Lattes and Flinn model for annular two phase flow in uniformely heated 
channels supposes the pressure losses increase is due to the liquid 
velocity increase. By giving the subscript "in" to the inlet and the 




m P .• A 
1n 
= (1-x) • w 
P/1-cx). A 
and by supposing P. = Pf (rigorously true in bulk boiling): 
1n 
vf 1-x (Pf vf ) 
-=--=l+ ---1 X 
V, 1-CX p V 
m g g 
(1) 
(2) 
The mean value of pressure drop multiplier R is given in general by the 
relation: 
By using the eq. (2): 
I x2 L- 1p £ v £ ) J 2 R = _ j l + ( - - - l x dx 
L2 Ll \P V X g g 
1 
(4) 
In the slightly subcooled boiling (X 1 = 0), by introducing the void fraction: 
R=iL1 + 1 - ~ (1-\jt)+[ 
e · 1 
(5) 
V '.) 
where - _g _g 
vf P f 
In the bulk boiling (X 1 = Xbb), the integral (4) has been solved by Cotes formula, 
or by arithmetic average, when the integration length is less than O. 4 cm. 
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Appendix 2 
Expansion Losses in Two-phase Flow 
When a flowing mixture of vapor and liquid expands because of a change 
in flow area, a static pressure change may be observed across the 
expansion. 
Since the pressure losses are proportional to the square of the local 
liquid velocities, it seems that regions of highest losses are the regions 
of highest void fraction and liquid velocity. 
Romie calculated this loss by writing an equation for the momentum balance 
across an abrupt expansion as follows: (see fig. 1) 
g 
This equation assumes that pressure p 1 also 
acts on area A 2, just after the expansion. 
From material balances and the continuity equation, it can be shown that 
( O = A 1 / A 2 and W O the total flow rate flowing as liquid) 
w = w = w {1-x) = p V A (1-x) = p V oA (1-x) 
f2 f 1 0 f O 1 f O 2 
w = w = xW = 
g2 gl 0 




A 1x = pf V O oA2x 






By combining eqs. (1) through (5) the static pressure change is found to be: 
I02 
Because Richardson found no change in a across the expansion, in 
eq. (6) a 1 = a 2• 
In the LUPO there is in addition the following term because of the continuity 
between the single phase and two-phase pressure losses: 
.. - 2 L Kout = L K - 2 o ( 1- o)j ( G out g p t - o ) C OU • ris 
(7) 
Therefore the two-phase exit pressure drop is given by: 
[ 
2 p 2 J -6. _ o(l - o) G2 ~ ...l + (1-x) + K 
pout, TPF - pout • gc • a P g 1 - a L out J G2 - 20(1-0) (P _ g p . ) c out ris 
(8) 
Appendix 3 
Comparison between calculations and experiments 
The calculation results have been composed with experimental results of 
natural circulation loops built at the Polytechnic School of Turin. A 
description of the loop (fig. 6) and the experimental results obtained up 
to date, have already been published in many reports. Here we show 
several points, obtained in various tests, with pressure p = 60 Kg/cm 2 
and thermal power P = 80KW. Truly the thermal power is kept constant 
hardly, during the test. 
However, there is a fairly good correspondence between calculations and 
experiments (fig. 5 ), for large void fraction also. 
Appendix 4 
Analytical formulation of Martinelli-Nelson multiplier 
In their famous work of 1948 Martinelli and Nelson gave a plot (p. 698, 
fig. 4 of Ref. 16) of the two-phase multi,>lier R versus the pressure p; the 
steam quality x is the parameter of the various curves. 
A numerical table also is given. 
I03 
In his thesis at Polytechnic of Turin in 1966 (Ref. 21) B. Panella derived 
a formula from this table, by the last squares method. 
Using the following relation: 
b 
R=l+ax 
and by iterating the least squares method, the following expression for 
a and b have been computed: 
_ 44 38 -0. Ol 688p 
a - • • e 
b = o. 7878 - o. 4762. 10- 3p 
where the pressure p must be given in Kg/ cm 
2
• The range of validity 





Fig. 1 Hydraulic loop scheme 







__ '!_O(lO _ 
Section of the heated channel of the loop at Polytechnical 
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